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Abstract 

 
The early phases of setting up information and knowledge management architectures 

for inter-organizational teams are complex and problematic mainly due to the actor’s 

heterogeneous professional and cultural backgrounds. The challenge stands on the proper 

definition, in short-term, of the concepts and relations, which are the basis of the information 

and knowledge architecture to be common to a collaborative network. Like this, considering a 

common conceptualization of a given reality as the cornerstone for information and knowledge 

sharing among a network of social actors, this dissertation presents the work carried out in the 

specification, design and implementation of a tool to address this challenge. It is strongly based 

on semantic technologies, and is proposed a set of functionalities that supports communities in 

the development of shared conceptualizations in a collaborative, intuitive and consistent way. In 

this work is attributed much importance to the visual representation of knowledge and 

consensus building procedures, allowing users to have a better view of the problem and on the 

other hand providing ways to rapidly achieve consensus when conflicts arise. 

The platform will be used, for example, in the collaborative development of informal 

ontologies, taxonomies and other semantic tools, in the discussion and negotiation of specific 

and localized terminologies, in the support to brainstorming on scientific/technological project 

domains, etc. This platform will be aimed at collaborative networks such as large transnational 

project teams, SME networks and innovation networks 

The main goal of this dissertation was to specify, design and develop a platform that 

would give response to the needs of collaborative networks in the design and specification of 

conceptual models. As result of the work carried out in this dissertation, was developed a 

prototype based in Semantic MediaWiki, combining the strengths of Semantic Web (machine 

processable, data integration, complex queries) and Wikis (easy to use and to contribute, 

strongly interconnected and collaborative). The proposed methodology to support the 

conceptualization process was ColBlend Method and is intended to be fully integrated with the 

developed platform.  

The visual representations to represent conceptual models considered in this work are 

concept maps and topic maps. The main objective is to link visual objects to discursive objects, 

converting conceptual structures like Topic Maps and Concept Maps to a wiki structure in form 

of pages and templates to allow users to have a better perspective of the conceptual model. 

These visual representations are very important in the context of this work, which allows users 

to rapidly understand a given domain, without showing unnecessary technical details. 

Keywords: Conceptual Structures; Collaboration; Visual Knowledge Representatios; 

Knowledge Management; Semantic Wiki;



 

 

Resumo 
 

As fases iniciais de criação de informação e arquitecturas de gestão do conhecimento 

para equipas inter-organizacionais são complexas e problemáticas, principalmente devido às 

características heterogéneas dos actores, experiências profissionais e culturais. O desafio está na 

definição adequada, a curto prazo, dos conceitos e relações (que são a base da arquitectura de 

informação e conhecimento) para serem comuns numa rede colaborativa. Assim, considerando 

uma conceptualização comum de uma dada realidade como a pedra basilar para a partilha de 

informação e conhecimento entre uma rede social de actores, esta dissertação apresenta o 

trabalho realizado na especificação, design e implementação de uma ferramenta para dar 

resposta a este desafio. Esta ferramenta é fortemente baseada em tecnologias semânticas, e 

apresenta um conjunto de funcionalidades que apoia comunidades no desenvolvimento de 

conceptualizações partilhada de forma colaborativa e intuitiva e consistente. Neste trabalho é 

atribuída grande importância à representação visual de conhecimentos e procedimentos de 

construção de consenso, permitindo que os utilizadores tenham uma melhor visão do problema 

e, por outro lado proporcionar meios para rapidamente alcançar um consenso quando surgem 

conflitos. 

A plataforma será usada, por exemplo, no desenvolvimento colaborativo de modelos 

conceptuais, taxonomias e outras ferramentas de semântica, na discussão e negociação de 

terminologias específicas e localizadas, no apoio ao brainstorming sobre Domínios científicos, 

ou projectos tecnológicos. Esta plataforma será usada maioritariamente por redes colaborativas, 

tais como grandes equipas de projectos transnacionais, redes de PMEs e redes de inovação. 

Os objectivos principais desta dissertação foram o de especificar e desenvolver uma 

plataforma que dê resposta às necessidades das redes de colaboração no design e especificação 

de modelos conceituais. Como resultado do trabalho realizado nesta dissertação, foi 

desenvolvido um protótipo baseado na plataforma Semantic MediaWiki, que combina as 

vantagens da Web Semântica (dados processáveis por máquinas, integração de dados, consultas 

complexas) e Wikis (fácil de usar e contribuir, fortemente interligadas e colaborativas). A 

metodologia proposta para apoiar o processo de conceituação foi colBlend Method e é 

pretendido ser totalmente integrado com a plataforma desenvolvida, com objectivo de apoiar o 

processo de conceptualização. 

As representações visuais para representação de modelos conceptuais considerados neste 

trabalho são Concept Maps e Topic Maps. O objectivo principal é ligar objectos visuais a 

objectos discursivos, convertendo as estruturas conceituais como Topic Maps e Concept Maps, 

para a forma de páginas e templates na wiki, com o objectivo de permitir aos utilizadores terem 

uma melhor perspectiva do modelo conceitual. Estas representações visuais são muito 

importantes no contexto deste trabalho, pois permite aos utilizadores compreenderem 

rapidamente um determinado domínio, sem no entanto apresentar detalhes técnicos como em 

outras representações visuais, o que cria barreiras aos utilizadores. 

 

Palavras-chave: Estruturas Conceptuais; Sistemas colaborativos; Representações visuais de 

conhecimento; Gestão de conhecimento; Semantic Wikis; 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Context and relevance of the theme 

    

The early phases of setting up information and knowledge management architectures 

for inter-organizational teams are complex and problematic mainly due to the actor’s 

heterogeneous professional and cultural backgrounds. The challenge stands on the proper 

definition, in short-term, of the concepts and relations, which are the basis of the information 

and knowledge architecture to be common to the collaborative network. Like this, considering a 

common conceptualization of a given reality as the cornerstone for information and knowledge 

sharing among a network of social actors. The challenge of building shared conceptualizations 

is very complex. However, the construction of a shared conceptualization is a process that has 

not been sufficiently studied and for which there are no suitable and effective tools, particularly 

if it is carried out by a group of members within a collaborative network of organizations. 

 

In this dissertation, is presented a tool to address this challenge. It is strongly based on 

semantic technologies, and are proposed a set of functionalities that supports communities in the 

development of shared conceptualizations in a collaborative, intuitive and consistent way. In 

this work is attributed much importance to the visual representation of knowledge and 

consensus building procedures, allowing users to have a better view of the problem and on the 

other hand providing ways to rapidly achieve consensus when conflicts arise. 

 

The initial study and investigation work was carried out in the context of a curricular 

unit “Preparation for dissertation” within the MIEIC (Integrated Master in Informatics and 

Computing Engineering), at FEUP (Faculty of engineering of the University of Porto). The 

project was started in FEUP, sample preparation phase, and was continued in part at INESC-

Porto, more specifically in the Colnet (Collaborative Networks) group of INESC Porto and 

another part at (Georg Simon Ohm Fachhochschule) under the ERASMUS Protocol. 

 

1.2 Research questions and objectives 

     

The main objectives of this project are to specify and develop a prototype of a platform 

that supports the collaborative development of shared conceptualizations, in the context of 

collaborative networks. Groups or communities must be able to share their knowledge and build 

a shared conceptual model in accordance with a methodology fitted for the conceptualization 

process.  
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    Regarding the expected results, it is intended to present a study and a review of the state of 

the art on the existing domains related to the project like: Semantic Wikis, graphical tools for 

visualization of knowledge representations, collaborative tools to support the conceptualization 

process and existing methodologies to support the collaborative development of Ontologies. 

Also, it is intended, based on the state o the art, to specify the requirements for the wanted 

platform design the generic architecture and implement a prototype of the platform. 

 

The main questions and issues raised in the context of this project are due to the innovative 

character of the wanted approach. The main challenges to overcome are: Is there any 

methodology that supports the early phases of the ontology development process? Which 

methodology better suites the project objectives? Which graphical representation and tools will 

be used to present and generate the conceptual models? Which technologies best suites the 

wanted approach? 

 

These questions are quite challenging and multidisciplinary, requiring a deep study of the state 

of the art and early experimentation of the wanted technologies and approaches to validate that 

they are suitable.   

1.3. Technological and methodological approach 

 

Regarding the approaches followed during the elaboration of this thesis, initially were 

clarified the main objectives and problems of the project, and then was carried out an analysis of 

the existing approaches. Next, the requirements were specified, the architecture designed and 

finally developed a prototype and conducted an experimentation.  

The study of the state of the art supported the requirements specification and 

architecture design, allowing to design the system in accordance with the best practices and 

existing standards. In the prototype implementation, were adopted software development agile 

techniques, with the aim of validating the features implemented as well as the objectives 

satisfaction. With the implementation of new functionalities, new releases were available for the 

“client”, in order to obtain preliminary feedback and acceptance. 

Technologies like GoogleDocs, GoogleWave and Skype were used to support communication, 

brainstorming sessions and documentation management, to facilitate communication and 

collaboration in the work carried out during this dissertation. 

 

1.4. Contributions and main results 

 

The main contributions of this work to INESC-Porto are the specification and development 

of a prototype of a platform that supports the collaborative development of shared 

conceptualizations, in the context of collaborative networks. 

This platform aims to support users to share their knowledge in a socio-semantic 

environment, assisting them in the conceptualization and negotiation process. The study of the 

state of the art is part of the specification and design of the proposed platform, but still is an 

important contribution due to the value gained in having studied and documented useful 

information about topics related to this work. 
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1.5 Structure of the dissertation. 

Besides the present chapter, the dissertation is structured in the following chapters: 

 

Chapter 2: In the second chapter, is presented the study of state of the art carried out in the 

context of this project. This includes a study about the main existing graphical-based 

Knowledge representations, graphical tools for representation and visualization of conceptual 

structures, and finally a short overview about semantic Web and semantic wikis. It is also 

presented a short description of the conceptualization process, as well as its importance in the 

ontology development process. 

 

Chapter 3: In this chapter are described the main problems identified for the development 

of the proposed platform. Next, are described the main actors, requirements, assumptions and 

dependencies, and the main issues and possible solutions to overcome them. 
 

Chapter 4: In the fourth chapter, is presented the proposed architecture for the platform, as 

well as its technical aspects. It is described the logical and physical architecture, the main 

components that constitute it. 

 

Chapter 5: In this chapter, is described a possible use of the platform. This example is 

based on a case study about the collaborative conceptualization process in the context of the 

AC/DC project. 

 

Chapter 6: In the final chapter of this dissertation are presented the main conclusions, 

future work and achievements. 
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2. Collaborative development of 

conceptual models  

2.1 Collaborative development of conceptualizations  

 

Ontologies are considered a key technology that enables semantic interoperability 

and integration of data and processes. Nowadays, ontologies are beginning to be produced in 

larger numbers and exhibit greater complexity. It is also known of an increasing need for 

technologies that enable the reuse of existing Semantic Web resources from within the ontology 

engineering environment itself. The most useful description of ontology in the context of this 

work is: (Gruber 1993) "An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared 

conceptualization". The ontology engineering process is very complex and several authors have 

been suggesting a vast number of approaches to address this problem. The conceptualization 

process has a great importance in the ontology engineering.   

    Typically in most of the approaches for ontology engineering is given more importance to the 

late states of the process, instead of focusing in the base of the process, i.e the Conceptualization 

process. This process is highly dependent on the social side of the process, i.e to achieve better 

results it is necessary to build communities or groups to work together, in order to contribute 

with their knowledge resulting in a conceptual model that covers several perspectives. 

 

    The collaborative development of a conceptualization is the process that allows the creation 

of conceptual models, used in the definition of semantic artifacts. Although, when communities 

are involved in the conceptualization process, several problems raise, like different perspectives 

from communities may create friction in the development process, if not controlled. The 

negotiation process must be solid and well established, and it is necessary to provide discussion 

and communication tools to users. (Pereira et al 2009) refers that sharing information and 

knowledge requires that partners in networks share a set of conceptual structures. They need to 

negotiate a common vocabulary, meaning of concepts and its relations, to develop the 

information organization system. This activity requires much time and effort from partners and 

resources.  
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    The success of an ontology directly depends on the conceptualization. Conceptualization is a 

social process, i.e., needs a high social presence to create a conceptual model that reflects the 

semantic agreement that will be the cornerstone for sharing information and knowledge. Thus, 

the main focus of this work is to present an agile tool that supports the collaborative 

construction of conceptualizations for applications in information and knowledge sharing. 

 

According to ( Pereira et al 2009), the current underpinnings of ontology engineering are not 

enough for the future challenges of building semantic artifacts, i.e., the current underpinnings of 

ontology engineering do not give an appropriate answer to the new challenges raised by the 

every time larger need of collective construction of meaning. It is established that: "While 

different degrees of formalizations have been well investigated and are now found in various 

ontology-based technologies, the notion of a shared conceptualization is neither well-explored, 

nor well-understood, nor well-supported by most ontology engineering tools". (Pereira et al 

2009a) 
 

2.2 Graphical-based Knowledge Representation Formalisms  

 

In this section, it is described the main existing graphical-based Knowledge representations. 

These representations are a good way to understand a subject or how different topics are 

connected, enabling a fast and effective way to learn and discuss a given model. These 

representations went through many years of research and several models have emerged to 

represent these systems. These formalisms are relevant for this work according to the need to 

represent Knowledge graphically. As the intended platform will be used by several users willing 

to collaborate in the construction of conceptual models, it is very important that they have 

access to a graphical representation that reflects, as closely as possible, the conceptual model.   

2.2.1 Semantic Networks  

 

Semantic Networks are a type of Knowledge Representation and were developed in the 

beginning of the 60's by Robert F. Simmons at System Development Corporation and improved 

by Allan M. Collins and M.R. Quillian among others. (Collins,Quillian 1997) (Collins,Loftus 

1975) 

It's represented by a graph, composed by concepts, which are connected by relations. There are 

3 important elements in this representation: 

 Concepts  

 Relationships  

 Instances  
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Figure 1 Semantic Network example 

Semantic networks are a powerful knowledge representation system. They are easy to 

understand by humans and can be used in automated processing systems. This means that 

they can also be come a vehicle to archive company knowledge (Gordorn 2000). But (Baader 

1999) affirms that due to the lack of semantics, the meaning of given network is not clear. 

Although this type of conceptualization is old, it's still used in the representation of knowledge, 

mainly as a Lexical Data bases but also as an aggregation of Dictionary or 

thesaurus references.  (Baader 1999) 

2.2.2 Conceptual Graphs  

Conceptual Graphs (CG) were devised by Sowa from philosophical, psychological, linguistic, 

and artificial intelligence foundations, and are a powerful knowledge representation and 

inference environment. CG capture nuances in natural language whilst being able to be 

implemented in computer software. (Polovina and Heaton 1992)  

Like the author suggests, CG are very easy to implement and understand by humans and are 

capable of being implemented as a structure accessible by machines. CGs are constituted by two 

types of elements:  

 Elements  
o Concepts - Usually represented by boxes.  

o Conceptual Relations - Usually represented by circles  

 On (On)  

 In (In)  

 Dest (Destination)  

 Agnt (Agent)  

 Thme (Theme)  

 Ptnt (Patient)  

 Rcpt (Recipient)  

 

 Links - Connections between concepts.  

There are three notations to represent a CG:  

 Display Form  
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Figure 2 Conceptual Graph display form example 

 Linear Form  

(Sitting)-(Agent)->(CAT: Elsie)  

(Location)->(MAT)  

 

 Conceptual Graph Interchange Format  

(Cat Elsie) (Sitting *x)  
(Mat *y)  
(agent ?x Elsie)  
(location ?x ?y)  

 

2.2.3 RDF Graph  

 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a standard model for data interchange on the Web. 

RDF has features that facilitate data merging even if the underlying schemas differ, and it 

specifically supports the evolution of schemas over time without requiring all the data 

consumers to be changed.RDF extends the linking structure of the Web to use URIs to name the 

relationship between things as well as the two ends of the link (usually referred to as a “triple”). 

Using this simple model, it allows structured and semi-structured data to be mixed, exposed, 

and shared across different applications. (J Carrol 2003)     

In a more visual point-of-view, RDF can be characterized has a labeled graph (RDF 

Graph), formed by resources (graph nodes) and labeled links (edges) between them. This data 

model is represented through triples which are formed by three elements:  

 Subject (or Resource)  

 Object  (or Value)  

 Predicate (or Property)  

  

Source: http://www.w3.org/  

Figure 3 RDF Graph Triple Structure 
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An instantiation of a triple may be as follows:  

  

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-primer-20040210  

Figure 4 RDF Graph instantiation example 

2.2.4 Topic Maps  

 

Topic Maps (TM) were developed in the late 1990s and are the latest standard (ISO/IEC 13250-

Topic Navigation Maps) for Knowledge Representation. In fact it created XML based syntax 

(XTM 2.0 - XML Topic Maps) for the interchange of TM. (Park, Hunting 2002) 

 

There are four main elements in topic maps:  

 Topics (Can be anything. i.e.: Object, Person, Concept)  

 Resources (Represents the sources of information)  

 Occurrences (Links to information. i.e.: Articles, Books, Videos, Images)  

 Associations (Links between topics )  

 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topic_Maps  

Figure 5 Topic Maps structure Example 

 

The Topic can represent anything (an object, a person, a concept, a thing, etc), and is identified 

by a name and is advisable to be unique. Associations between topics, express a connection 

between them. Topic Maps are very recent and is completely standardized as XTM (XML Topic 

Maps), what makes TM very well accepted among the information science community. TMs are 

very useful essentially in the information navigation. This is achieved navigating through the 

TM in a book-index approach, beginning with the higher level topics and them going to the 
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lower level topics or resources. (Park, Hunting 2002) 

 

In the next figure it's possible to observe an instantiation of a TM, which is possible to see 

the connection between topics and resources. 

 

 

Source: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa480048.aspx  

Figure 6 Topic Maps Instantiation example 

 

2.2.5 Concept Maps  

Concept Maps (Cmaps) are a non-logic based tool for organizing and representing Knowledge 

in an informal way (Novak, Cañas, 2006). 

Cmaps are very useful in facilitating the visualization and discussion, and in providing domain 

experts with a tool that could be used to declare the primary elements of their knowledge. 

Cmaps support the declaration of nodes and relationships; it was easy to assimilate these two 

classes and properties (Davies et al.,2003). 

Cmaps are easy to use and understand, and are informal ways to represent Knowledge. This 

model is based on Concepts and labeled links between them, where the Concepts are 

represented by boxes or circles and the links by lines with the meaning of the connection. 
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Figure 7 Concept Maps instantiation example 

 

 

As (Novak,Cañas,2006) suggests, there are some good practices to follow when designing 

Cmaps:  

1. Identify the Domain  

2. Identify the Context  

3. Identify the Main questions  

4. Concept Identification  

5. Concept Listing and Classification  

2.2.6 Mind Maps  

 

Mind Maps (MM) were originally developed to support more efficient learning and evolved to a 

management technique used by numerous companies. In general, a MM provides information 

about a topic that is structured in a tree. Each branch of the tree is typically named and 

associatively refined by its sub branches (York Sure et al., 2002). 

 

MM are heavily focused in visual aspects, being possible to add icons, images, or different 

colors to better illustrate a branch or sub branch. There exist numerous tools for the 

management of mind maps, permitting users to edit, share and discuss their maps. 

 

A typical structure of a MM is as follows:  
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Figure 8 Mind Map structure example 

 

The main advantages of this kind of representation are the ease of use and understand. There are 

several platforms that implemented this kind of knowledge representation due to the recent 

interest by ontology engineers and domain experts on this type of knowledge representation. As 

main disadvantages MM are confined to a Tree-Form format, the meaning of a given mind map 

may be different to its creator and to other persons, thus, not being very specific and clear. For 

this reasons they are not very suitable for brainstorming sessions, because of the ambiguity it 

may create in the modeling of given domain. 

 

2.2.7 Summary  

In the intended platform, is necessary to represent graphically conceptual models, in order 

to facilitate visualization and understanding by the collaborators. For graphical visualization of 

conceptual models, it is necessary to use a visual representation that must be easy to understand 

and build, with a minimum of technical details, and on the other hand, it must be flexible, 

allowing users to model their knowledge clearly and succinctly. The formalisms that stood out 

were: RDF Graph, MindMap, Concept Maps and Topic Maps.  

RDF Graphs allows representing knowledge using triples. It is highly compatible with the 

standard Web language to represent and structure information: RDF. Structuring data using 

RDF schemas, can be simple for trained users or ontology engineers, but for users that are not 

familiar with ontologies issues, creates barriers to their contribution. Furthermore, the 

knowledge modeling using this model includes too many technical details and ends being not as 

flexible as requested for this work, being necessary to follow the triple structure.  

MindMap allows users to discuss the around of a particular subject, starting on a given 

topic, and increasing the model in a tree format. This approach is not suitable for the intended 

platform, because it is too inflexible because of its tree structure, which places restrictions on 

contributions from users. Also MindMaps are not suitable to represent conceptual models 

because there is no support for standard web formats and MindMaps and also because its 

structure is inflexible and not suitable to represent conceptual models.  

Among the several formalisms for knowledge representation studied in this dissertation, 

there are two that meets the characteristics desired, Topic Maps and Concept Maps. These two 
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formalisms proved to be easy to understand and flexible in modeling. The Concept Maps for 

example are quite simple and informal, not placing unnecessary restrictions to users in the 

construction and understanding of a given model. Furthermore the Topic Maps are one of the 

most recent formalisms studied and although they are more formal in its definition, they have 

the advantage to be compatible with standard Web formats like XTM.  

 

2.3 Graphical Tools for Visualization of Knowledge 

Representations  

 

This section is focused in the existing systems, plug-ins, graphical tools for representation and 

visualization of conceptual structures. These applications provide ways to efficiently organize 

information and thus provide a broad overview of a knowledge domain. Most of these 

applications adopted mind maps or concept maps as their main Knowledge Representation and 

provide functionalities as export/import to standard formats (e.g. RDF, OWL, XTM, etc), 

ontology browsing, map sharing and discussion for web-based applications. 

 

 

2.3.1 TouchGraph  

    TouchGraph (TG) consists in a set of interfaces for graph visualization and information 

categorization using spring-layout and focus-context techniques, developed by Alex Shapiro. 

Focus-context refers to a visualization that presents the user with an information overview while 

being able to examine specific details. The implementation of TG is 100% Java technology, it 

supports directed and undirected graphs, and edges can have alphanumeric attributes also as 

images.  (Herman et al 2000) 

The following figure shows the result of a search operation in TG. The search term used was 

"Universidade Porto", resulting in a graph with all its related web pages.  

 
Figure 9 Example of the use of TouchGraph to present connected graph 
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    It is possible to create and edit graphs, but it is not very easy to accomplish simple task 

like add extra information to nodes or external links. This tool is very interesting, due to the way 

it presents data and how different subjects are connected. In the context of this dissertation, it 

would be ideal to show no only the subjects (i.e. concepts), but also the information related to 

their connections. 

    This tool is more suitable for visualization of information and how different nodes are 

connected but, when it's needed to create, edit or implement complex operations this is not the 

ideal tool. 

 

 

2.3.2 CmapTools  

    IHMC CmapTools is a free tool that helps users to design conceptual schemes and 

present them graphically. According the IHMC, the software “empowers users to construct, 

navigate, share and criticize knowledge models represented as concept maps”. 

It's easy to use, the design layout is intuitive and rapidly mastered, supports automatic graph 

layout, handles external links and support informal output formats (PDF, HTML, Text, Image) 

and some standard formats such as XTM and XCM.  

    CmapTools supports a collaborative environment, it is possible to create, share, modify 

and discuss around Concept Maps. It's possible to split a large map into several linked smaller 

maps, maintaining the context of the original map. As it is possible to visualize maps in HTML, 

it's easy to make available and visualize in the web. (Cañas et al. 2004) 

 

 

Figure 10 CmapTools screenshot 

 

 

IHMC's CmapTools is a good concept mapping tool for those interested in sharing maps across 

repositories and organizations, and delivers a number of visual styling options. 
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2.3.3 CmapTools Ontology Editor  

 

COE
3 
is a project whose goal is to develop an integrated suite of software tools for constructing, 

sharing and viewing OWL encoded ontologies based on CmapTools, a concept mapping 

software used in educational settings, training, and knowledge capturing. 

CmapTools Ontology Editor (COE) is a version of the original CmapTools, and has been 

developed for allowing users to work with ontologies. COE provides the same features has 

CmapTools like sharing, discussion and creation of Knowledge Representations in a Concept 

Map format, but goes further, making available these features for OWL Ontologies. (Hayes et 

al. 2005) 
 

COE can be used as:  

 Ontology viewer  

 Ontology editor  

 Concept search engine  

 

COE uses concept maps to display, edit and compose OWL structures, in an integrated GUI 

combining Cmap display with concept search and cluster analysis. 

 

 

Figure 11 Editing an ontology with COE 

 

Comparing with CMapTools, COE allows exporting Cmaps to more ontology-based formats 

like OWL, N-Triple and TURTLE among others. 

 

 

Figure 12 Exporting an ontology using COE 
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This tool is, indeed, an evolution of CmapTools. Although COE allows advanced modeling of 

conceptual models, it becomes more complex to deal with it. The abundance of technical 

ontology details can be very confusing for a normal user. As advantages, it supports the export 

of the conceptual models to standard formats, like OWL, but the OWL for format provided is 

not fully compatible with other ontology editing tools. 

 

2.3.4 MindRaider  

MindRaider is personal notebook and outliner. It aims to connect the tradition of outline 

editors with emerging technologies. MindRaider mission is to help in organization of 

knowledge and associated web, local and real world resources in a way that enables quick 

navigation, concise representation and inferencing. (Tramullas et al., 2009) 

On top of the Concepts within an Outline is built (RDF-based) metadata layer that enables 

MindRaider to provide various Outline facets (flat, hierarchical and graph-oriented). At the 

same time it is possible to search all the content using full text search. Outlines are further 

organized using tags (OWL ontologies) allowing to build custom domains. 

 

Source: http://mindraider.sourceforge.net/  

Figure 13 Using MindRaider to define a Cmodel 

MindRaider helps users to organize information, mainly, in a Mind Map format also as Concept 

Maps, enabling features like tagging, navigation, searching, merging and reuse of maps. One of 

the main problems of this tool is the need to install it on the users system and not allowing very 

efficient collaboration with other users. 

 

2.3.5 Omnigator  

The Omnigator is a technology showcase and teaching aid designed to demonstrate the 

power of Topic Maps. It is also used extensively as a topic map debugger and prototyping tool. 

With the introduction of RDF support, the Omnigator is evolving into a multi-purpose Semantic 

Web Agent. (Reusch et al 2007)  

Omnigator is already a very powerful system, however it is a little difficult to use for 

people who are not domain experts or ontologies engineers. The system is focused mainly in 
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Topic Maps, and provides ways of visualization, navigation, search and merging functionalities. 

As Omnigator is web based and joins all these features makes the system very complete and a 

very solid base for the development of a Knowledge Management System.  

 

Figure 14 Using Omnigator to navigate and view the elements of an ontology 

 

 

Omnigator has the following features:  

 Supports several formats (XTM, HyTM, LTM, RDF)  

 Topic Map focused  

 Topic Map Validator  

 Graph Visualization and Navigation  

 Merge Topic Maps on the fly  

 Search engine  

 Export to several formats (XTM, HyTM, LTM, RDF, CXTM)  

 Customize different views  

 Semantic validation  

 Filters based on Scope  

 

The main problem of Omnigator is the user interface that is not very user friendly for end users, 

because the browsing functionalities are outdated, and the presence of technical terms (like 

"Topic Type" or "Association Types”) makes the use of Omnigator by non-expert user very 

difficult and not intuitive. 

 

2.3.6 Treebolic  

Treebolic was developed in Java, and its purpose is to provide a hyperbolic rendering of 

hierarchical data. As a Java applet, the Treebolic widget can be embedded in any web page, 

making Treebolic operable in almost any web platform. 

Treebolic is focused in tree structures, rendering dynamically these structures formed by nodes, 

which may contain external links, and provide interaction with user simulating a tree 

navigational environment. (Almeida et al 2006) 
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Treebolic is formed by two applications:  

 Treebolic Generator: provides XML generation mechanisms  

 Treebolic Browser: hosts the core engine linking it to various data providers (i.e.: XML 

DOM, XML XSLT, graph (spanning-tree), SQL, XSLT and dot)  

 

 
Figure 15 Using Treebolic to navigate and view an ontology 

 

The main negative aspects of this tool, is the lack of export/import of standard formats like 

OWL, RDF, or XTM. This tool is very useful to visualize very large amounts of information, 

because the Dynamic Tree Rendering, but it is more focused on the visualization that in 

authoring. 

 

2.3.7 Protégé Plug-ins  

Protégé is an open-source ontology development environment, developed at Stanford Medical 

Informatics, originally for medical proposes in construction of complex bases of Knowledge, 

but however is domain-independent. Protégé provides a reasonably intuitive editor for classes, 

properties, instances, etc, and has extensions for ontology visualization, project management, 

software engineering, and many other modeling tasks. 

 

Protégé was built into a plug-in based architecture, allowing developers to add their contribute 

and create new extensions as GUI widgets, Logic applications, new Export/Import formats. 
 

Protégé-OWL 

 

The Protégé-OWL editor is an extension of Protégé that supports the Web Ontology Language 

(OWL). OWL is the most recent development in standard ontology languages, endorsed by the 

W3C to promote the Semantic Web vision. Protégé-OWL is integrated with Jena APIs 

providing services for model representation, parsing, database persistence, querying and some 

visualization tools. 

 

The main features of this Plug-in are:  
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 Load and save OWL and RDF ontologies.  

 Edit and visualize classes, properties, and SWRL rules.  

 Define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions.  

 Execute reasoners such as description logic classifiers.  

 Edit OWL individuals for Semantic Web markup.  

 

Among the vast collection of plug-ins developed for Protégé, there are some that are very 

interesting for the Knowledge Representation Visualization paradigm: 

 

 OWLViz Plug-in  

 

This plug-in was developed as part of the CO-CODE project (www.co-ode.org) provides 

visualization functionalities for Protégé-OWL, allowing users to have a better view of their 

ontologies. It enables the class hierarchies in an OWL Ontology  to be viewed and  

incrementally navigated, allowing comparison of  the asserted  class  hierarchy  and  the  

inferred  class  hierarchy. 

 

The following figure, demonstrates the use of the plug-in, where the ontology is shown in a tree 

format, which facilitates the comprehension of the model. 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.co-ode.org/downloads/owlviz/OWLVizGuide.pdf  

Figure 16 Using OWL Viz Plug-in to view the ontology structure 

 

This plug-in provides only a visualization mode of the model, not allow editing the graphic 

elements thought the graphical scheme. 

 

 

 TGVizTab  

 

TGVizTab (TouchGraph Visualization Tab) is a plug-in developed for Protégé by (Alani,2003) 

http://www.co-ode.org/downloads/owlviz/OWLVizGuide.pdf
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which allows the visualization of ontologies thought graphs, based on TouchGraph library. 

TGVizTab is generic, dynamic (graphs created on the fly), and customizable. TouchGraph was 

modified in TGVizTab to read directly from Protégé’s Java API. It was also extended to cater 

for specific ontology visualization requirements, such as handling different types 

of relations and edge labeling. TGVizTab graphs can be saved in XML and viewed with other 

TouchGraph applications. (Alani,2003) 

 

TGVizTab provides the following features:  

 Visualizing classed and instances  

 Network depth control  

 Change graph colors  

 Different slots can be displayed in different colors  

 Hide/show individual slots and nodes  

 Geometric and hyperbolic zooms  

 Graph rotation  

 Node search  

 Save/load graphs and settings  

 

Source: http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/8326/1/Alani-VIKE-camera-ready.pdf 

Figure 17 Protégé TGVizTab Screenshot 

 

 Protégé OntoSphere3D Plug-In  

 

OntoSphere3D use the 3D space as a means to effectively represent and explore data through an 

intuitive interface. The goal of this plugin is to enhance the performances of current solutions in 

terms of completeness and readability. (Bosca,Bonino,2006) 

 

This approach represents ontologies with a new visual paradigm, showing the main elements in 

different colors and formats. 

http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/8326/1/Alani-VIKE-camera-ready.pdf
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The plug-in conceptual elements are:  

 Spheres (represents Concepts)  

 Cubes (represents Instances)  

 Cylinders (represents Literals)  

 Arrows (represents Relationships)  

 

Figure 18 Using OntoSphere 3D to view the ontology elements 

 

OntoSphere3D provides three different views:  

 Root Focus  

 Tree Focus  

 Concept Focus  

 

This plug-in is very useful and is ideal to understand very large scale ontologies, because it is 

possible to quickly identify the most important elements of the model by colored symbols, and 

also because it is possible to alternate between different views. 
 

 

 CO-Protégé  

 

CO-Protégé (Collaborative Ontology Protégé) is a process-oriented groupware application 

based on the ks-process (Knowledge Sharing Process). (Diaz,Baldo,2006) 

CO-Protégé can be seen as a toll for ontology development in a collaborative way, where users 

can perform their tasks through private and shared areas, discussion support and collaborative 

activities tracking. 

In this approach there are two ontologies: a private one and a shared one. In practice we can 

have two workspaces, one for stand-alone edition and other for sharing ontologies. 

(Diaz,Baldo,2006) 
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These workspaces are represented by Tabs as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Source: (Diaz,Baldo,2006)  

Figure 19 Using CO-Protégé to collaborate with other users 

 Map2OWL  

Map2OWL is a plug-in developed by (A. Garcia et al 2008) and its team, and permits the 

creation of concept maps in the context of Protégé. This plug-in provides an interface that 

allows an easy manipulation of OWL models in a graphical way an    

The main goal of this plug-in is to facilitate the manipulation of OWL constructs in a graphical 

way. This approach allows domain experts to easily build their concept maps within Protégé 

without concerning about technical aspects of OWL and focusing in the real problem: Modeling 

the domain. 

 

The main features of this plug-in are:  

 Create or visualize OWL ontologies as concept maps.  

 Edit graphically OWL characteristics.  

 Export the map as an image.  
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Figure 20 Using MAp2OWL to create a Concept Map 

 

2.3.8 MediaWiki Extensions  

MediaWiki is an open source wiki engine written in PHP and has been popularized mostly 

by Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org). Today MediaWiki is used by companies for internal 

knowledge management, and as a content management system.  

 

MediaWiki functionalities can be increased through installing or developing new extensions, 

due to its modular architecture. Some extensions are simple scripts that allow content 

enrichment. Others might add complex behavior to the wiki syntax. 

 

Some category extensions that could improve a wiki are:  

 Navigation extensions  

 Output extensions  

 Import Extensions  

 Math extensions  

 Data extraction extensions  

 Template extensions  

 

Among the vast collection of extensions developed for MediaWiki, there are some that are very 

interesting for the Knowledge Representation Visualization paradigm: 

 

FreeMind Extension  

 

FreeMind extension for MediaWiki is free mind-mapping software written in Java. FreeMind 

uses the Swing GUI toolkit for Java and is supported in various Wikis and CMS. This extension 

provides a interface to visualize and navigate in a structured Mind Map, that can be built 

according to the Wiki structure for example.   
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FreeMind's most important features are:  

 Folding branches  

 Save files as XML  

 Export hypertext to HTML and XHTML  

 Export document to PDF and OpenDocument  

 Exports image to PNG, JPEG and SVG  

 Icons on nodes  

 Clouds around branches  

 Graphical links connecting nodes  

 Search restricted to single branches  

 Web and file hyperlinks from nodes  

 FreeMind browser/player for web in Java or Flash  

 Transform maps using XSLT  

 

 

Figure 21 Using Freemind Extension to view and edit a Mind Map 

 

 

Semantic Graph Extension  

 

This extension requires Semantic MediaWiki and Semantic Forms, provide mechanisms for 

graph and trees generation, based on semantic and non semantic wiki structures. 

Semantic Graph consists in a set of parser functions to derive graphs from the semantic and 

non-semantic relationships of a Semantic MediaWiki with functional integration with the 

Semantic forms extension. 

 

This extension can generate the following structures: 

 

Graph as dot map  
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Graphs are built from the content of the wiki, using the Dot Language of GraphViz. The 

function creates links to the underlying pages, and if the pages don't yet exist then allows for 

integration with the semantic forms extension, allowing using forms to create and pre-populate 

wiki pages based on properties and templates.
12

    

 

(source: http://semanticgraph.sourceforge.net/)  

Figure 22 Using Semantic Graph Extension to view Graphs as dot maps 

 

Graph as MindMap 

This kind of graph is based in Mind Maps, built with FreeMind and generated from a semantic 

network of parent-child relationships. The coloring indicates whether the nodes exist within the 

wiki or are simply referred to and don't yet exist. Normally the links are populated to click 

through to the page corresponding to the node, or if the page doesn't exist again you can direct it 

to a semantic form to input structured data.  

 

(source: http://semanticgraph.sourceforge.net/)  

Figure 23 Using Semantic Graph Extension to view Graphs as MindMap 

 

Graph as Hypergraph  
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The same underlying information can be presented as a network graph using Hypergraph. There 

are some fundamental differences here, the network does not need to be expressed as a tree, the 

map can take multiple resources as input, and (theoretically at least) multiple properties as well, 

these can be passed as a comma separated list.    

 

 

(source: http://semanticgraph.sourceforge.net/)  

Figure 24 Using Semantic Graph Extension to view Graphs as Hypergraphs 

 

With this extension is possible to:  

 Use a semantic (i.e.: {{#ask:...|link=none|format=template}}) query to define the list of 

resources to graph  

 Choosing different semantic forms based on the structure of an uploaded FreeMind map  

 Defining the categorization of items based on the structure of an uploaded FreeMind 

map  

 Placing graph definition within a template to get different views of a network  

 Generate graphs on the fly based on the semantic or non semantic Wiki structure  

 Provides a better visualization of the wiki structure, allowing the navigation between 

pages in the graph scheme  

 

2.3.9 Summary  

After selecting how to represent knowledge representation, i.e. formalisms for representing 

conceptual models, it is necessary to select tools or interfaces that allow users to view and 

navigate these models. As the desired platform is strongly based on semantic technologies and 

will be build on a Semantic Wiki platform, there are compatibility constraints. Moreover, the 

choice of formalism for representing conceptual models influences the choice of the tool, 

limiting the choices available. Thus, the tool that better fits in this type of system is GraphViz, 

thanks to its flexibility it is possible to generate virtually any type of graph, and moreover is 

highly compatible with various systems. Semantic Graph extension for MediaWiki, for 

example, is based on GraphViz to represent the page structure of the wiki. Using the same 

approach is possible to generate the structure of a given conceptual model and presenting it to 

users allowing them to navigate between its elements.  
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2.4 Collaborative development approaches  

This section will present some of the most important methodologies for Ontology 

development existing at the time of this writing. Tools and methodologies for the collaborative 

development of ontologies have been emerging in the last years, but only a few focuses in the 

first steps of the evolution of a ontology, more specifically in the conceptualization 

process. These methodologies have been subject to research during several years by a vast 

number of researchers, resulting in different approaches. These approaches provide a set of 

guidelines and best practices in the development and definition of ontologies. Most of these 

methodologies are structured in several phases and operated by elements with different roles. 

Although, the conceptualization process is not well supported in the majority of the existing 

platforms or approaches, the main focus of our project is to support the ontologies development 

first steps. It is also relevant to discuss about the tools created to validate those methodologies, 

as these are the applications used to test and apply the methodologies in case studies.  

2.4.1 The knowledge mediation procedure  

This procedure derives from the approaches of conflict mediation and deals with the direct 

participation of members of different organizations in the creation of a shared ontology.  

 

According to (Aschoff et al. 2004), knowledge mediation procedure consists of three main 

phases: 

Generation phase - users are jointly brainstorming about relevant concept and instances of the 

knowledge domain to outline the content of the ontology. 

Explication phase - each user independently works out taxonomies by adding definitions and 

relations to the collected concepts. 

Integration phase - the knowledge mediator supports the users to integrate their proposed 

taxonomies into a shared conceptualization. 

 

This is an interesting approach that explicitly addresses the social aspects of ontology design, 

such as the need for negotiation and conflict resolution. (Aschoff et al. 2004) present several 

interesting points such as the need to establish a shared conceptualization, consider the 

perspectives of all users, the benefits of using tools for automatic generation of thesaurus for the 

acquisition of knowledge and techniques to exploit ontologies (ontology mining ) that can be 

useful to reach an agreement. 

 

2.4.2 DOGMA-MESS  

DOGMA-MESS (Meaning Evolution Support System) is a methodology built on the DOGMA 

framework for scalable ontology engineering. It helps communities of practice consisting of 

stakeholders from different organizations to define shared ontologies that are relevant to their 

joint collaboration objectives. 

The goal of DOGMA-MESS is to provide support to make this complex and fuzzy shared 

meaning evolution process of a collaborative community as effective and efficient as possible.  

 

The process of design consists in:  
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1. Creation of a upper common ontology (UCO), that contains the concepts and semantic 

restrictions that are common to a given domain  

2. Every participant customizes this upper ontology in its own ontology (OO), resulting 

in a local interpretation of knowledge collectively accepted known as lower common 

ontology (LCO).  

3. It's created a new proposal for the next version of the Inter-Organizational Ontology 

(IOO).  

The part of the LCO that is accepted by the community forms the UCO for the next 

version.  

 

The following figure demonstrates the process cycle of proposals: 

 

 

 

Figure 25 DOGMA-MESS process 

It's an interesting approach because it provides a stable cycle of sharing and negotiation 

between the elements and offer continuous improvement of the ontology based on the entries of 

OOs of LCO. The lack of a method to support the ontology trading during the construction of 

the UCO and the need for more sophisticated mechanisms to support the work of 

conceptualizing a collaborative way are the main issues identified.  

2.4.3 HCOME  

HCOME (Human Centered Ontology Engineering Methodology), supports the development of 

ontologies in a decentralized fashion. 

With this approach, are introduced three different spaces in which ontologies can be stored and 

worked by users: 

 

 Personal Space - In this space users can create and merge ontologies, control ontology 

versions, map terms and word senses to concepts and consult the top ontology.  

 Shared Space - The shared space can be accessed by all participants. In the shared 

space users can discuss ontological decisions.  

 Agreed Space - After a discussion and agreement the ontology is moved to the Agreed 

Space.  

 

The development process is composed by three phases:  
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 Specification - Contributors discuss and agree on the scope and objective of the 

ontology  

 Conceptualization - In this phase contributors can work in his personal space.  

o Innovate/Improvise based on the integration of concepts  

o Provide concepts with informal definitions associated with information items  

o Compare, Integrate and Refine or generalize existing ontologies  

 Exploration - Explore possible solutions, Consult external resources, reuse of exiting 

ontologies and consult generic high level ontologies (i.e.: thesaurus)  

 

The main advantage of this approach is the high involvement and collaboration of individuals in 

the course of the development process of an ontology. In the context of this methodology, was 

developed a prototype, HCOME, but unfortunately it has not been updated and currently there is 

no support. The HCOME was developed in java and provides tools for the management of 

ontologies in an integrated environment; supports communication between users while working 

in the conceptualization process, provides reasoning services for consistency, coherency and 

disambiguation checking. They also were working to provide functionalities for translations to 

ontology languages such as, RDF or DAML + OIL. 

 

2.4.4 Methontology  

METHONTOLOGY is among the more comprehensive ontology engineering methodologies as 

it is one for building ontologies either from scratch, reusing other ontologies, or by a process of 

re-engineering. The framework enables the construction of ontologies at the knowledge level, 

i.e., the conceptual level, as opposed to the implementation level. METHONTOLOGY guides 

users to carry out the whole ontology development through the specification, the 

conceptualization, the formalization, the implementation and the maintenance of the ontology. 

In the following figure is possible to observe methodology steps in a higher view: 

 

Source: (Corcho et al, 2005) 

Figure 26 METHONTOLOGY framework 

 

According with METHONTOLOGY framework the ontology development processes find out 

the main activities which are divided in three groups (Corcho et al, 2005). 
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 Project Management Activities (guideline for planning, Control and Quality 

Assurance)  

 Development Activities (Specification,  Conceptualization, Formalization, 

Implementation and Maintenance)  

 Support Activities (Knowledge Acquisition, Evaluation, Integration, Documentation, 

Configuration and Management)  

 

  

In the context of this methodology was built the system WebODE, to give technological 

support to METHONTOLOGY. Although (Corcho et al, 2005) refers that other ontology tools 

and tool suites can also be used to build ontologies following this methodology. WebODE 

promised to be a solid system, but unfortunately its development stopped and the project is no 

longer supported. 

 

2.4.5 ROD  

    ROD (Rapid Ontology Design) was developed due to the lack of Rapid Application 

Development approaches in ontology development, the use of ontologies in business 

applications and approaches analogous agile methodologies in software engineering. 

    One of the goals of ROD approach is the constant evaluation of ontologies during the 

development process for major types of errors. Users can therefore, based on recommendations, 

improve the ontology and eliminate errors. It is also a very important aspect that before the 

usage the ontology itself is error free. (LAVBIĈ,Krisper,2009) 

 

In the following figure are demonstrated the different phases and steps present in the ROD 

process: 

 

 

Source: (LAVBIĈ,Krisper,2009)  

Figure 27 ROD methodology process 

 

This approach is based on a set of good practices and existing approaches, following a 

similar paradigm as the Agile Software Development methodologies, tries to eliminate the need 
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of knowing formal syntax required for codifying ontologies, making the task easier domain 

experts and business users. This is an interesting approach and quite recent. However, as has 

been observed with the previous methodologies, the ROD does not give much attention to the 

phases of conceptualization, being more oriented for the formalization and specification of 

ontologies. This methodology does propose approaches for negotiation and consensus 

achievement, nor discuss the need for a graphical representation of the methodology. 

 

 

2.4.6 The ColBlend Method 

The ColBlend Method (CBT) is intended to support a collaborative process of conceptualization 

of a given reality (e.g., a domain in the context of a project) is founded on cognitive semantics. 

There are three spaces in this methodology:  

 Generic Space - provides information that is abstract enough to be common to all the 

input spaces.  

 Input Space -Elements in the generic space are mapped onto counterparts in each of the 

input spaces, which motivate the identification of cross-space counterparts in the input 

spaces.  

 Blend Space - This is the space that contains new or emergent structure. The blend takes 

elements from both inputs, but goes further on providing additional structure that 

distinguishes the blend from either of its inputs.  

 

The preliminary phase in this process focuses on defining the strategic frame: establishing a 

collaborative network, as well as defining and understand the mission and goals. Then, a 

common conceptualization is reached through a round of discussion, negotiation and 

explanation. According to the authors (Pereira et al 2009) this approach is only feasible with 

the support of a tool that facilitates and manages all the process. 
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Figure 28 colBlend Method framework 

 

 

In Figure 28, are described the steps taken using CBT. (1)Organizations or communities, begin 

by assigning the necessary input spaces. (2)Then, each community works on its 

conceptualization proposal, while sharing information and other knowledge sources. For the 

conceptualization representation it is strongly suggested that it has a graphical nature, i.e. 

Concept Maps. (3)In the next step a generic conceptualization is generated (in the generic 

space), and should be sufficiently generic to be accepted by all elements of the team. (4)When 

concepts of the input spaces are subsumed by concepts of the generic space, the process of 

creating the blend space is initialized, using selective projection. (5)Based on the input spaces, 

the strategic frame, generic space and all relevant information the blend process is executed to 

obtain new conceptualization proposals. With these new conceptualization proposals, 

communities are able to discuss and negotiate around them, with the objective to reach 

consensus. (6)If necessary, the process may be repeated from step 4. (7)Finally, when all 

participants agree with the conceptualization represented in the generic space the process is 

finished. (C Pereira et al 2009) 

At the end of the process, the generic space contains the collective conceptualization, the 

blend space was used during the negotiation process with the goal to improve, enrich and 

mainly helping in obtaining consensus (proposing new concepts, modifying, improving or 

eliminating concepts). This method may also be used by each community to support the creation 

of its input space, which can result in the presence of multiple blendings. It is important to 

reinforce that in a collaborative and social process, the validation/agreement achievement 

requires that each organization indexes to its input space the sources of information which lead 

to the input spaces creation and justify the proposal content and structure. (C Pereira et al 

2009) 
 

 

2.4.7 Other approaches  

   I this section will be described other approaches related to ontology development process 

and some tools that support, this process by providing useful functionalities or interesting ideas 
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in the context of the work developed in its context. 

 

         The OntoShare platform, described in (Davies et al. 2003), is closely related to the On-

To-Knowledge methodology. OntoShare is a Java based client where users can share their 

knowledge in a virtual community, contributing for the growth of the shared ontology. 

According to the author (Davies et al. 2003), OntoShare has the capability to summarize and 

extract keywords from WWW pages and other sources of information shared by a user and it 

then shares this information with other users in the community of practice whose profiles 

predict interest in the information. Communities are able to automatically share information and 

create RDF-annotated information resources. To achieve this objective, there are the following 

stages: Kickoff, Refinement, Evaluation and Application & Evolution. The conceptualization 

process is carried out during the kickoff stage, where requirements specification of the ontology 

is developed. In the conceptualization process, users can send "share" requests through 

OntoShare, creating annotations in the system. Then the system may suggest a set of concepts 

which are related to the new annotation. Thus, the data shared by the users grows the ontology 

which is stored in RDF(s) format. (Davies et al. 2003) 

 

  Others methodologies like the Two-layered approach to knowledge representation, opt 

to use graphical representations to allow users to share their ideas in the collaborative 

conceptualization process (Gomez-Gauchia et al 2004). According to (Cañas et al., 2004) 

Concept Maps are an effective way to represent a person’s understanding of a domain of 

knowledge. 

  CmapTools has a very easy to use interface, where users can easily create and share 

their Concept Maps. Users can collaborate with each others, working together and sharing their 

thoughts, discussing or adding notes and also, is possible to link concept maps to others and to 

other types of media (e.g., images, videos, web pages, etc). Concept maps can be saved in 

CmapServers, in the local file system or can be exported to CXL. 

 The NeOn Toolkit is a free, open source ontology editor, developed under the NeOn 

Project. It is supported by various extensions and is based on the Eclipse platform. It provides 

an extensive set of plug-ins covering a variety of ontology engineering activities, including 

Annotation and Documentation, Development, Human-Ontology Interaction, Knowledge 

Acquisition, Management, Modularization and Customization, Ontology Dynamics, Ontology 

Evaluation, Ontology Matching, Reasoning and Inference, and Reuse.   NeOn Toolkit supports 

for developing and management of a new generation of semantic applications. The main focus 

of the NeOn ontology engineering process lies on life cycle aspects. The required functionalities 

is provided by an initial set of plugins, which is expected to grow through contributions by the 

community. 
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2.4.8 Summary  

The methodologies described in this section are the most relevant in the context of the 

work described in this dissertation. Several methodologies and approaches have emerged 

aiming to support the development of ontologies. Indeed, the several approaches described, 

suggest different methods to give an answer to the problem. However and in general terms, the 

vast majority of methodologies does not give much importance to visual representation of 

conceptual models and the interfaces for users to interact with them is underestimated. 

Moreover, few methodologies suggest methods for negotiating and building consensus in the 

collaborative knowledge building. As the desired platform is strongly based on semantic 

technologies, conceptual models interoperability is a very important requirement. In this sense, 

only some of the methodologies described present proposals for integration and reuse of 

conceptual models. 

    One interesting aspect in HCOME, is the strong participation by users in the 

conceptualization process, heavily focusing in the participation and discussions or sharing their 

knowledge by suggesting other ways of achieving the same goal. On the other hand the 

OntoShare platform follows an idea of sharing information through annotations and stores the 

ontology directly in a RDF(s) format. These approaches don’t provide a graphical representation 

of the conceptualization, creating barriers to users and dificulting their task to navigate and 

contribute with their knowledge. CmapTools fills this gap, but the collaboration features are not 

very polished, due to communication between users is not very flexible and easily established, 

impossibility of having several users editing the same Cmap simultaneously and absence of 

negotiation and evaluation features. NeOn Toolkit seems to be the most complete package, 

having visualization, reasoning, evaluation, management and usability features 

 

    It can be concluded that there is no fully mature approach to fully support all phases of the 

ontology development process. Although some studies address the issue, none appears 

sufficiently robust, complete and tested. Thus, CBT (Pereira et al 2009a) is the methodology 

most suitable for the suggested platform, as it focuses in the early phases of the ontology 

development process. On the other hand, CBT presents interesting approaches to build 

consensus and visualization of conceptual models, strong participation of collaborators in the 

process, as well as a interesting step by step process, which describes all phases required to 

reach a mature conceptual model. 

 

2.5 Semantic Wikis and Semantic Web  

2.5.1 Semantic web  

"The Web was designed as an information space, with the goal that it should be useful not 

only for human-human communication, but also that machines would be able to participate and 

help users communicate with each other."  Tim Berners-Lee  

 

2.5.1.1 Vision and Objectives  

Some authors suggest that Semantic Web is "An emerging successor to the Traditional 

web" (lee,Hendler, 2001)  or "The Semantic Web is a web of data." (W3C-SW), but every 

author agrees that the main purpose of this vision, is to give a meaning (semantics) to Web 

Data, normally only "understandable" to humans, and provide information accessibility to 
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machines, even if only partially. 

 

The concept of Web is to share information. But this information is often hard to find or it takes 

a long time searching for it. With this next generation of web, information would be better 

structured and the connection between these would be more intelligent, so that not only humans 

but also machines be able to understand it. This structure would allow a better view of all 

information within the web, resembling a giant library (or set of small libraries connected 

together) where all subjects around the web would be "categorized" and properly organized. But 

this proposal goes further, adding annotations, context information and related information 

between subjects, thus facilitating access to relevant information and knowledge discovery. 

 

 

2.5.1.2 Social Software  

 

Social software, like wikis or weblogs, has in the last few years significantly simplified the 

creation of content on the traditional Web. Also, social software is heavily based on 

collaboration between users. With the dynamic nature and the growing amount of the content, 

there is a growing need to make the semantics of this space at least partly machine accessible, so 

that efficient searching and navigation of the content becomes feasible.  

(Schaffert et al.,2006) 
The main principles of Social Software are to provide ways of interaction and sharing 

information between users. This tools or platforms evolved in a way that provides users ways to 

communicate and interact collaboratively with different people, organizations or groups. 

 

Among other social tools, the most innovative and most used are the following:  

 Social bookmarking  

 Social network services  

 Social network search engines  

 Wikis  

 Blogs  

 Collaborative real-time editors  

 

In the context of this dissertation, the social software that is interesting to discuss are Wikis 

systems. Wikis are well known nowadays and allows an easy creation of pages and provide 

management features do edit its content. Wikis can be used to manage personal notes so 

references, can be used in the context of organizations to manage their documentation an even 

in their knowledge management systems. 

 

2.5.1.3 Beyond the Semantic Web and Social Software  

The joining of Semantic Web with Social Software is inevitable to maximize the benefits 

of both, creating new services and evolving existing social features as sharing, collaboration, 

search and navigation engines. 

 

Combining the Semantic Web with Social Software appears natural. On the one hand, social 

software can support the creation of semantically enriched content by lowering technical 

barriers and by allowing domain and knowledge experts to collaborate. On the other hand, 

social software can itself benefit from semantic annotations that allow easier searching, 

navigation, and integration of content. Various sources see this as the next big step in the 

evolution of the Web. For example, Nova Spivack proclaimed in 2003/2004 the “Metaweb” as a 
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convergence of the Web, Social Software, and the Semantic Web. (Schaffert et al. 2006) 

 

2.5.2 Semantic Wikis  

 

A Semantic wiki is a system that allows collaborative authoring, editing and linking of pages,  

but also authoring and adding semantics to the data on the wiki itself. (Kousetti et al. 2008) 

 

In the same way wikis helped to realize the original vision of "Traditional Web" by allowing 

everyone to participate and share information, Semantic Wikis are expected to realize, in a 

similar way, the "Semantic Web". 

In the context of this project semantic wikis are considered as a mean to support knowledge 

engineers in their task of formalizing knowledge of given domain. 

 

2.5.2.1 Key characteristics and Main Features  

The most common characteristics in Semantic wikis are the presence of a formal notation, 

Semantic Web Capability and content pages as concepts. 

In general the operation of a Semantic wiki can be divided into three parts:  

 Authoring  

 Knowledge Representation  

 Presentation  

 

The previous dimensions are the core features of a Semantic wiki. The following figure 

describes in more detail these operations: 

 

 

Source: (Kousetti et al.,2008)  

Figure 29 Sematnic Wikis core features 
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Authoring - The wiki interface is a very important piece of the system. It must be easy to use 

and intuitive. The same ease that also allows fast authoring must be transferred to a Semantic 

wiki system (Kousetti et al. 2008).  

 

Knowledge Representation - Traditional wikis typically store the different wiki pages either in 

plain text files or a database. The role of storing the wiki information becomes even more 

important in a Semantic wiki as representing the knowledge is an essential part of the Semantic 

Web. Typically wikis have some means of structuring (taxonomies or even folksonomies) the 

pages in order to allow easier browsing. The structure must allow the retrieval of information 

by using some form of query language (Kousetti et al. 2008). 

The next two figures show two alternative conceptualizations.  

 

Source: (Kousetti et al.,2008)  

Figure 30 Semantic Wikis pages conceptualization approach 1 

In this approach (Figure 30), pages are synonymous with concepts, tightly tying the hypertext to 

the knowledge model. This approach is easy to author, as it doesn’t make sophisticated 

distinctions between what is being written, and what is being formally expressed. 

 

Source: (Kousetti et al.,2008)  

Figure 31 Semantic Wikis pages conceptualization approach 2 

 

In the approach described on Figure 31, concepts are separate entities, to which pages are 

related. This method is a more sophisticated knowledge model, identical to RDF scheme, which 
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separates the meaning of Concept and Page, and the connection between these two entities are 

the “Relations”. 

 

Presentation - By making correct use of the knowledge structure created Semantic wikis 

can create a powerful presentation of the data, making it easier to browse and find more 

accurately the required information. Semantic searches and displaying of relevant wiki pages 

are only some of the major presentation changes that can be achieved in a Semantic 

wiki.(Kousetti et al.,2008) 

 

2.5.2.2 Objectives and Potentialities  

 

Tolksdorf and Simperl (Tolksdorf and Simperl 2006), positions Semantic wikis as a solution 

for both creating and managing pages but also allowing knowledge representation. 

 

The main objectives of Semantic Wiki system are:  

 Facilitate the authoring of formal or informal Ontologies  

 Provide collaborative mechanisms for Ontologies design  

 Provide discussion environment  

 Integration with the Semantic Web Technologies  

 Provide semantic search and better browsing  

 Connect the Semantic and Graphical layers of Knowledge Representations  

 

 

 

Source: (Tolksdorf,Simperl,2006)  

Figure 32 Semantic wikis states 

 

According to (Tolksdorf and Simperl 2006), the main advantages of using semantic wikis are:  
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 Lowering the technical barrier for non-technical users by hiding the complexity of 

Semantic Web technologies such as RDF or OWL.  

 Supporting the evolution of knowledge along the "expressiveness" from informal text to 

formal ontologies or similar representations.  

 Allowing instant access to and usability of knowledge, even if it is not yet completely 

formalized.  

 Allows collaborative creation of knowledge "acceptance" such that domain experts and 

ontology experts can work together.  

 Giving freedom over the knowledge creation process to users.  

 

2.5.2.3 Components and Architecture  

Architecture of Semantic Wikis can vary depending on the specifications and requirements 

of the application. But there are certain characteristics that define a Semantic Wiki and must be 

present to have the minimum acceptance and competitiveness. Among other characteristics, the 

most important are Usability, Expressiveness, Flexibility, Scalability, Interchange and 

Compatibility.  

According to (Oren et al. 2006) the standard components of Semantic wikis consists (at least) 

in the following components:  

 User interface  

 Parser  

 Data Analyzer  

 Data Store  

 

 Source: (Oren et al.,2006)  

Figure 33 Semantic Wikis core architecture 

 

Users can browse, edit, and query pages via the user interface. When users edit the wiki 

pages, the user interface notifies the parser, then the parser analyses the text, and extracts 

annotations and links. All data (text, annotations, etc.) are stored in the semantic storage. From 

the data in the storage, the analyzer computes sets of pages that are related to the current page, 

which are displayed by the user interface. Queries are posed to the storage, and the results are 

displayed by the user interface. (Oren et al. 2006) 
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2.5.2.4 Semantic Wikis Comparative  

   

Currently, there are several semantic wikis engines, composed of different features and 

characteristics. This chapter is not intended as analysis of the capabilities of each engine, but to 

make a comparative analysis of their different features. Therefore, the focused aspects were: 

Key Characteristics, Functional Aspects and Supported Formats.  

The considered key functional aspects of semantic wikis are:   

 

Source: (Millard et al.,2008)  

Figure 34 Comparative between Semantic Wikis; Semantic Features 

 

As can be observed in the previous figure, only Semantic MediaWiki, WikSAR and Makna 

gather all relevant semantic features. These features are particularly important because they 

allow users to create annotations and provide a meta-model able to be connected to a triple 

store. The proposed platform in this dissertation will be strongly based on semantic technologies 

and a semantic wiki with the required semantic functionalities is critical. Following, are 

presented the considered key functional aspects of semantic wikis are:  
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Source: (Millard et al.,2008)  

Figure 35 Comparative between Semantic Wikis; Ontology Support 

 

As can be observed, some of the semantic wikis presented in the previous table are strongly 

oriented for ontology editing. IkeWiki, KauKolu and even Makna presents comprehensive 

ontology support, In-Line queries, semantic versionizing, among others. Although in this 

comparison, Semantic MediaWiki does not support many of the listed features, it is possible to 

add these functionalities through the installation of new extensions. 

The supported formats are: 

 

 

Source: (Millard et al.,2008)  

Figure 36 Comparative between Semantic Wikis; Support Formats 

 

Interoperability in the semantic web is a very important issue. In this case Platypus Wiki is the 

most complete semantic wiki in this matter, providing full support for RDF format. Although 

not listed in the previous table, Semantic MediaWiki supports the import of ontologies defined 

on OWL DL format, but is necessary to install additional extensions. 

 

In the following chart is possible to see the assumptions about knowledge expertise taken by the 

Semantic Wikis, and to see them in context with a more traditional Wiki. 
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Source: (Kousetti et al.,2008)  

 

Figure 37 Semantic Wikis Expressivity vs. Ease of use 

 

 

By taking a look to the graph, is possible to view 3 different groups:  

1. Wikis on the left side - restrict user input and require little user knowledge (such as 

AceWiki and KawaWiki). However they require users with ontology expertise to setup, 

monitor and help grow the wiki.   

2. Wikis on the right side - (Rhizome, Platypus wiki and to some degree OntoWiki) 

although quite expressive are hard to use by non-expert users, as they require 

knowledge of Semantic Web technologies or elaborate special syntax.  

3. Wikis in the middle of the graph balance out expressivity and required knowledge, 

such as SMW, IkeWiki, WikiSAR, and SweetWiki.  

2.6 Conclusions  

 

In this chapter was studied the four most important topics in the context of this dissertation, with 

the aim of selecting the ones that best adapted and most contribute to achieving the proposed 

objectives. As the intended platform will be used in the support of collaborative construction of 

knowledge or conceptual models, is very important to apply a methodology that focuses on the 

development of shared conceptualizations, taking into account the problems underlying the 

understanding and visualization of knowledge, sharing and conflict resolution knowledge, 

collaborative issues. In this sense, the selected methodology was CBT (Pereira et al 2009), due 

to its focus on the early phases of development of ontologies, i.e. Conceptualization. This 

methodology proposes the use of visualization tools of knowledge representations, i.e. Concept 

Maps, which meets the objectives of the intended platform. Moreover, this methodology also 

proposes ways of negotiating and consensus building, strongly based on a socio-semantic 

environment. 

  Regarding the formalism for graphical representation of knowledge, were selected 

Concept Maps. Together with the GrapViz, it is possible to easily generate representations for 

conceptual models, using a relatively easy language. Regarding to Semantic Wikis, Semantic 

MediaWiki was chosen because it is familiar to most users, is easy to use, have a wide range of 
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semantic features and have a modular architecture that allows adding new extensions. 
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3. Requirements for a Collaborative 

platform supporting the development of 

conceptual models  

3.1 General description  

3.1.1 Problem description  

    The success of an ontology directly depends on the conceptualization. Conceptualization 

is a social process, i.e., needs a high social presence to create a conceptual model that reflects 

the semantic agreement that will be the cornerstone for sharing information and knowledge. 

Thus, the main focus of this work is to present an agile tool along with a method that supports 

the collaborative construction of conceptualizations for applications in information and 

knowledge sharing. 

    The main problem that motivates the creation of the platform described in this report is due to 

the lack of tools that support the collaborative development of conceptualizations. As mentioned 

earlier, the collaborative process of conceptualization is strongly based on a socio-semantic 

presence. In other words, the communities using the platform need to communicate and interact 

during the maturing process of the conceptual model, in a social, collaborative, transparent way 

and on top of that in a stable environment.  

3.1.2 Design requirements  

The main objective of Cmap@SMW is to apply the potential of collaborative and semantic 

platforms, such as Semantic Wikis, to support the conceptualization process in a simple, fast 

and efficient way. In this sense, we focus on the following Design Principles:  

 

Easy of use: To be efficient, the platform's main requirements are focused on the interaction 

between the human (normal user) and the computer, on this case the platform. The concept of 

user friendly must be present on every platform, intended to be used by regular users, rather 

than computer experts or ontology experts. 
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    The main contributors to the platform are Domain Experts and non Domain Experts. 

These users are the ones who use the collaborative functionalities available on the platforms and 

make part of a community that leads the evolution process of the conceptualization. For this 

reason, the user interface and the ergonomics of the platform must be a relevant factor in the 

development, allowing users to easily contribute and share their knowledge in order to evolve 

and mature the conceptual model. With this purpose, Wikis and Semantic Wikis were able to 

contribute greatly for the creation, maintenance and discussion of pages, without being 

necessary high web technologies expertise. In this domain, MediaWiki (Völkel et al. 2006), 

platform used by Wikipedia has been highly used and is well known by users.  

    Following the presented requirements, it was intended to make the platform easy to use, 

intuitive and user friendly, implementing the most basic operations of collaboration and 

management of conceptual models, allowing users to make use of it without spending much 

time on configurations or understanding how the platform works. Communication between 

users is also a very important requirement for a platform of this kind, by providing users the 

tools to comment, discuss and evaluate the work or changes done, increasing the collaboration 

and thus the quality of the results. 

 

 

Community oriented: A major objective of this platform is to serve as collaborative space 

between communities to enrich, discuss, negotiate and reach consensus on the conceptualization 

process. As a community oriented platform, it makes sense that the system would be developed 

for the web and be accessible by a browser from anywhere on the web, without being needed to 

install extra packages. 

    The platform will be used, for example, in the collaborative development of informal 

ontologies or taxonomies, in the discussion and negotiation of specific and localized 

terminologies and in the support to brainstorming on scientific/technological project domains. 

This platform will be aimed at collaborative networks such as large international project teams, 

SME networks and innovation networks. 

    According to (Siorpaes and Hepp 2007) traditional approaches to modelling ontologies, 

such as engineering-oriented ontology building, consisting in a small number of ontology 

engineers constructing the representation of the domain of discourse with periodical releases. 

This is a centralized approach that only includes the vision of a small group and grows very 

slowly compared to a collaborative approach. Also, this approach fails in the lack of 

communication between ontology creator and users. Our approach, although for conceptual 

models maturing, goes into a larger view where users can enrich conceptual models together 

while communicating, discussing, commenting, ratting and negotiating. Of course, this 

approach raises some problems like inconsistency, concurrency or uncontrolled grow of 

changes, but we believe that it is possible to overcome this issues by implementing review and 

assignment tasks, transactional functionalities and manage the life cycle of the conceptual 

model by creating as many iterations as necessary, following the conceptualization process 

suggested by (Pereira et al 2009). 

 

Simple visualization of conceptual models: Traditional approaches for ontology development 

chose to present ontologies in tree views or tabular formats maintaining its formality. We 

believe that these types of visualization are not appropriate to present conceptual models, 

because they create barriers for non expert users. Our aim is to present conceptual models as 

simple models, thereby contributing to the simplicity and ease which users understand it. We 

believe that conceptual models must be presented recurring to graphical representations, 

allowing interaction and navigation in a graphical way. In this sense, we chose to present the 

conceptual model to the user as a Concept Map, generating a diagram compound by concepts 

and connections, thus users involved in the conceptualization can contribute with their ideas 

more accurately. The main contributors (domain experts) in our platform may not be ontology 

experts, so is very important that they can understand and navigate between the conceptual 

model elements easily and intuitively, thus contributing with their knowledge. 
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3.1.3 Proposed approach  

    With the proposed system (Cmap@SMW) in this dissertation, is intended to address the 

problems identified in the previous section. The Cmap@SMW will be based on a Semantic 

Wiki, thereby exploiting the semantic and collaborative capabilities inherent in those. Due to the 

highly collaborative nature of the platform, it is necessary that the platform has a high level of 

availability and accessibility, ease of use, may have graphical representations of the working 

models and semantic properties. Thus, the platform's users can access the conceptual models, 

change them, and share their knowledge and ideas while discussing, rating and commenting 

their points of view with other users. Cmap@SMW should be intuitive and easy to use, which is 

not intended to be used only by Ontology Engineers. As the development methodology for the 

conceptualization process, will be implemented the CBT (C Pereira et al 2009) along with its 

negotiation procedures and different types of Spaces. This platform will contain mechanisms for 

discussion, feedback, evaluation and supervision in order to support the negotiation process and 

reach an agreement in a better way. In a collaborative platform where several users collaborate 

on different conceptual models, it is necessary to ensure that only the respective groups have 

access to these resources. Because of this, the system will include functions for authentication 

and permissions, applied to name spaces or categories in the platform. Aiming to increase the 

usability of the platform and reduce inconsistency in the interpretation of conceptual models, 

the application will provide a graphical representation of these models, allowing users to view 

its elements and navigate between them. Thus, the conceptual model will be presented as a 

Concept Map due to its simplicity and ease with which users understand it. 

    The Cmap@SMW should be able to export the results to standard formats, compatible with 

other applications. Besides the above features, the system should be capable of providing 

advanced editing and manipulation operations of conceptual models, as well as management 

functionalities, eg: review the changes history, performing backups and snapshots or generate 

relevant statistical information. 

With the Proposed system, it is expected that user groups or communities are capable to 

collaboratively build conceptual models and reach agreement when conflict arise. At a higher 

level of abstraction of the functional architecture is expected to be identified external factors 

that interact with the system, as it can be seen in the following figure:  

 

Figure 38 Cmap@SMW functional architecture 

Inputs  

 Seed Conceptual models – Consists of immature or preliminary conceptual models. 

They are an important part in the conceptualization process, as they are keystone in the 
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initialization of the conceptualization process, being needed to enable the functionalities 

required for the correct course of the process. These conceptual models can be defined 

in various formats, eg RDF, OWL or CXL.  

Outputs  

 Enriched conceptual model – This is the main output of the platform. It represents a 

conceptual model enriched by the contributions of the users of the platform. When the 

Conceptualization process is finished and a consensus is reached between communities, 

the conceptual model is finally ready to be deployed.  

 Semantic Data – along with a stable and enriched conceptual model, semantic data is 

generated and kept in the platform, being possible to access it from third-party 

applications.  

 Standard formats – Enriched conceptual models can be transposed to standard formats 

in order to be shared with entities outside the application.  

   

Interactions  

 Users – These users are the main contributors for the enrichment of the conceptual 

models in the platform. These users can be domain experts in certain areas, or common 

users with no expertise in a specific area. These users may be registered in the platform, 

thus having access to management, negotiation and manipulation operations. Other 

users, not registered on the system, may have viewing access to the platform, only being 

able to read the application content, not being able to contribute.  

 

3.1.4 Platform functionalities 

Among the functionalities desired for the system there are the following: 

 

 
    Cmodel Management - The conceptual model management has a considerable weight on the 

platform usability. The main objectives of this component are to provide the functionalities for 

changes history in the conceptual model and navigation between versions, allowing users to 

rollback to a previous state of the conceptual model. It is also responsible to advanced 

management functionalities as: create snapshots, create new Cmodels from subsets o elements, 

creating Cmodel spaces and name spaces and finally provide statistical information about the 

Cmodels in the system. 

 

 
    Cmodel Manipulation - As the name implies, this component provides functionalities 

for manipulation and edition of conceptual models. These operations consist essentially in 

Cmodel editing operations, such as adding, renaming and removing concepts or links. It also 
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allows users to attach or remove resources and finally add descriptions to its meaning to be 

better perceptive. This component is responsible for managing changes of the conceptual 

models, making the necessary updates to the wiki pages. 

 
    Cmodel Collaboration - Communication in the development of conceptual models by 

communities or groups is a fundamental aspect. Thus, in Cmap@SMW is desired to discuss, 

negotiate, comment and rate each element of the conceptual model, allowing users to 

collaborate, while enriching it. Users have the option to "watch" a particular element of the 

conceptual model, in the system, and thus be notified whenever changes are made. Furthermore, 

this component also allows administrator to assign Review or ask for Reviews to users about 

certain elements of the conceptual model. 

 

 
    Cmodel Visualization and Navigation - This component is responsible for the generation of 

the graphical representation of the conceptual model. It was chosen to represent the conceptual 

model in a graphical and easily understandable way, enabling users to rapidly understand it, and 

navigate between its elements interactively. Its representation follows a Concept Map structure 

and is updated with every change detected, triggering the re-generation of the diagram, when 

needed. 

  
     Cmodel Interoperability - This component is one of the most important parts of our system, 

because it is responsible for importing and exporting conceptual models from and to the 

system.    The provided import formats are CXL, RDF, OWL and XTM. When importing a 

conceptual model, specified in any format, its structure is created in wiki pages in accordance 

with the wiki Meta model. Thus the main elements of the conceptual model are represented 

through the wiki page, i.e. Concepts are represented by Categories and Connections by 

Properties. When importing a conceptual model, besides it is represented in the wiki, it is also 

persisted in the CmapServer in CXL format, keeping it updated with every change. As export 

formats are supported CXL, RDF, OWL, XTM, PDF, JPG and HTML. The export process 

consists in converting the structure of an accepted conceptual model to a standard formats i.e.: 

RDF or OWL. This component is also responsible for the persistence of conceptual models in 

the Cmap Server, thus synchronizing the versions in the wiki and CmapServer, as well as 

keeping a changes history. 

 
    Cmodel Instantiation - The system may provide functionalities to instantiate a given 

conceptual model in wiki pages. This instantiation helps users to test the conceptual model, by 

creating pages according to the conceptualization structure. 

  

    System Management - The system should implement restrictions via login access control, 

each user is identified by a user name and a password. Thus, to prevent unauthorized access to 

the system, corruption or data loss is needed to implement the minimum authentication 

methods. The System Management component will be mainly used for administration purposes. 

Administrators can create and manage groups, assign users to groups, change permissions to the 

conceptual models and spaces. On the other hand, administrators may protect wiki pages from 
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being edited, manage the status of the working conceptual models and moderate debates 

between users. 
 

 

3.1.5 Users Characteristics  

 

Since the project's main objective is to support groups of users to share their knowledge by 

collaborating in the construction of conceptual models. Platform's users will have some 

expertise in a given domain or users with some degree of knowledge in specific areas. However, 

it is assumed that there will be yet another type of users with permissions to a higher level. 

These will be responsible for managing users and groups as well as their permissions.  

Therefore, it must distinguish two types of users: 

Contributors: Will be the main users of the system and have access to information 

visualization, inherent to the conceptual models that are assigned to them. May make changes to 

the conceptual models as well as participate in discussions, comment on, evaluate and 

participate in the process of conceptualization. Since users are not necessarily experts in 

ontology engineering, should have access to an intuitive and easy to use interface. 

Administrators: Will be responsible for users and groups maintenance and can manage 

the permissions for groups and allocate them to their conceptual models. They still have the 

possibility to manipulate and query the conceptual models or reversing the changes made, create 

backups of conceptual models and control the phases of the conceptualization process.  

3.1.6 Restrictions  

In this section is intended to list the elements that directly or indirectly, influence and 

restrict the development of this project. Indeed, it is highlight the following: 

 

Limitations of access to administrative functionalities 

It is necessary for reasons of information security, to ensure that the advanced management 

of information related to the conceptualization process is only available only to users with 

administration permissions. This measures must be taken to ensure that the information on the 

platform is properly controlled not becoming ambiguous or inconsistent. 

 

Restrictions on access to information  

Aiming to protect the conceptual models that are being developed, it is necessary to restrict 

access to the manipulation functionality by users not registered in the platform or not belonging 

to the respective group. However, non-authenticated users without permission for collaboration, 

can view information but cannot make any changes or take any part on the conceptualization 

process. 

 

Functioning in a Web environment  
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As the proposed platform will be used by a large number of users, and possibly 

geographically distant, it is necessary that it is available and can be accessed with Internet 

access. 

 

 

Extensibility  
 

         A basic premise of this project lies in its possible future expansion. Thus, the entire 

architecture and implementation of the application must be properly designed in order to allow 

the implementation of new functionalities in the future. This will be achieved through a modular 

structure and architecture of the application, combined with good documentation. This 

restriction is very important when choosing the technologies and platforms to use. 

 

 

Time for project development  

 

Due to the academic component linked to this project, the development will be restricted to 

time, affecting the amount of features available on delivery of the prototype.  

 

3.1.7 Assumptions and Dependencies  

   

 

It is assumed that users have some experience in applications use, data querying and use of Web 

tools (independent of the operating system). Moreover, it is assumed that the user’s computer 

systems are fitted with a compatible browser with support for:  

 XHTML 1.0 Strict  

 CSS 2.0  

 AJAX  

 

It is assumed that the application will be developed using the following technologies:  

 PHP  

 Apache  

 MySql  

 SOA  

 Ajax  

3.2 Functional requirements  

3.2.1 General Vision  

 

In a high level view of the system design, is possible to view its different modules. In fact 

the system is divided into the following modules: 
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 System Management Module (users, groups and stages of conceptualization) 

 Conceptual Models Management Module 

 Conceptual Models Manipulation Module 

 Graphical Representation Generation Module 

 Negotiation Module 

 Interoperability Module (Import, Export) 

 Instantiation Module (Creation of structures for instantiation) 

 

  
Figure 39 Cmap@SMW Package diagram 

 

3.3.2 Actors  

 

In this sections are presented the actors of the system: 

 

Administrator - Registered and logged user with higher permissions on the system. In addition 

to the permissions for consultation, these users can manage users and groups, as well as their 

permission, moderate discussions, manage the life cycle of the conceptualization. They also 

have access to advanced features like importing and exporting conceptual models or assign 

reviews to collaborators. 

 

Contributor - Registered and logged user with normal permissions on the system. They can 

manipulate Cmodels in which they have permission, participate in discussions, comment and 

rate them. In general, they have access to all collaborative features in the system. They are the 

main users of the platform and can be domain experts or normal users. 

 

Guest User - User not registered or not authentication in the system. These users don’t have any 

kind of editing permissions such as manipulate, participate on discussions, comment, and rate or 

evaluate conceptual models. However, they can consult the information of the platform without 

any privileges.  
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3.2.3 Use Cases  

 

The presentation of use cases allows defining the targeted objectives to achieve. Indeed, these 

are used to capture the system behaviour. For space limitation reasons, only a selection of the 

most relevant use cases are presented in the body of the dissertation. The remaining use cases 

can be found in Anex A. In the following figure, is defined the general vision of the system: 

 

 

Figure 40 General vision of the system 

 

Following, is a list of use cases identified for the system, divided by packages: 
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System Management  

 

 

 
Figure 41 Use Cases of System Management Package  

Table 1 UC View Group List 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-001  

Use Case Name  View Group List  

Description  Allow users to view the existing Groups in the platform  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the groups in the platform is presented.  

 

Table 2 UC Create new Group  

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-002  

Use Case Name  Create new Group  

Description  Allow users to create a new Group and specify its 

permissions.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  
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Post-condition  Group is created and its data is stored in the database.  

 

 

 

Figure 42 Create group activy diagram  

 

Table 3 UC Edit Group 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-003  

Use Case Name  Edit Group  

Description  Allow users to edit the an existing Groups in the platform, 

being able to change its name and permissions  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Group is created and its data is stored in the database.  
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Figure 43 Edit Group activity diagram 

 

Table 4 UC Edit user permissions 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-006  

Use Case Name  Edit User permissions  

Description  Allow users to edit the permissions of a specific user.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about users added to groups in the platform is 

presented.  
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Figure 44 Edit User Permissions activity diagram 

 

 

Table 5 UC Protect Cmodel 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-009  

Use Case Name  Protect Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to protect a Conceptual Model in the 

platform. When protected, the Cmodel is locked to any 

editing operation.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the Conceptual Model is updated in the 

database.  
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Figure 45 Protect Cmodel activity diagram 

 

Table 6 UC Watch Cmodel 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-010  

Use Case Name  Watch Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to watch an existing Cmodel, being alerted 

when changes are made.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the Cmodel being watched is updated in 

the database. So that, when any changes are made the user 

is notified.  
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Figure 46 Watch Cmodel activity diagram 

 

To have a general vision of the flow of events in the most of the features of this package, is 

presented the following sequence diagram: 

 

 

Figure 47 System Management sequence diagram 
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Cmodel Management  

 
Figure 48 Use Cases of Cmodel Management package 

 
 

Table 7 UC View Cmodel Spaces 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-101  

Use Case Name  View Cmodel Spaces  

Description  Allow users to view the existing Cmodel Spaces in the 

platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  Users must be authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the Cmodel Spaces in the platform is 

presented.  
 

 

Table 8 UC View most discussed Elements 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-105  

Use Case Name  View most discussed elements  

Description  Allow users to view which Cmodel elements were subject 

to more changes.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and statistical 

information must exist.  

Post-condition  Statistical information about the Conceptual Model is 

presented to the user.  
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Figure 49 View most discussed elements activity diagram 

 

Table 9 UC View most active contributors 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-106  

Use Case Name  View most active contributors  

Description  Allow users to view which users contributed more to the 

growth of the Conceptual Model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and statistical 

information must exist.  

Post-condition  Statistical information about the Conceptual Model is 

presented to the user.  
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Figure 50 View most active contributors 

 

Table 10 UC Create Snapshot 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-107  

Use Case Name  Create Snapshot  

Description  Allow users to create Snapshots of a given Conceptual 

model, copying all relevant information to a new names 

pace.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the groups in the platform is presented.  
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Figure 51 Create Snapshot sequence diagram 

 

 

Table 11 UC Navigate between versions 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-109  

Use Case Name  Navigate between versions  

Description  Allow users to view the existing Groups in the platform  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  New name space is created, and all information about the 

Cmodel is copied to it. All information is stored in the 

database and in the CmapServer.  
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Figure 52 Navigate between versions activity diagram 

 

Table 12 UC Set current cmodel version 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-1012  

Use Case Name  Set current Cmodel Version  

Description  Allow users to change the actual version of a given 

Conceptual Model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The version of the conceptual model is changed and all 

information about the actual state of the Cmodel is 

updated in the wiki pages, database and Cmap Server.  
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Figure 53 Set current Cmodel Version activity diagram 
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 Figure 54 Set current Cmodel Version sequence diagram 
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Cmodel Manipulation  

 

 Figure 55 Use Cases of Cmodel Manipulation package 

 

Table 13 UC Add Element 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-201  

Use Case Name  Add Element  

Description  Allow users to add an element to a selected Conceptual 

model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the new element is saved in the 

database, Cmap Server, wiki pages and graphical 

representation is updated.  
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Figure 56 Add element activity diagram 

 

Table 14 UC Add concept 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-202  

Use Case Name  Add Concept  

Description  Allow users to add a concept to a selected Conceptual 

model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the new element is saved in the 

database, Cmap Server, wiki pages and graphical 

representation is updated.  
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Figure 57 Add concept activity diagram 

 

Table 15 UC Add description 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-205  

Use Case Name  Add description  

Description  Allow users to add a short or long description to a selected 

Cmodel element.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the new element is saved in the 

database, Cmap Server and wiki pages.  
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Figure 58 Add description activity diagram 

 
Table 16 UC Edit Element 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-206  

Use Case Name  Edit Element  

Description Allow users to edit element in the chosen Conceptual Model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can be 

editing the element at the moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the element is updated in the database, 

Cmap Server, wiki pages and the graphical representation is 

updated.  
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Figure 59 Edit Element activity diagram 

 

 
Table 17 UC Delete Concept 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-2010  

Use Case Name  Delete concept  

Description  Allow users to delete the selected concept of the chosen 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 

be editing the element or dependent elements at the 

moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the concept is deleted in the database, 

Cmap Server, wiki pages and the graphical representation 

is updated.  
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Figure 60 Delete Concept activity diagram 

 

Cmodel Visualization  
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Figure 61 Use Cases for Cmodel Visualization package 

Table 18 UC Navigate between versions 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-304  

Use Case Name  Navigate between elements  

Description  Allow users to navigate between the elements of the 

conceptual model, using the graphical representation.  

Related Package  Cmodel Visualization  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  The information of the element to which the user 

navigated is presented.  

 

 

 

Figure 62 Navigate between cmodel elements activity diagram 

 
Table 19 UC View Cmodel Representation 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-305  

Use Case Name  View Cmodel representation  

Description  Allow users to view the graphical and interactive 

representation of the chosen Cmodel.  

Related Package  Cmodel Visualization  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  The Graphical representation of the conceptual model is 
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presented to the user.  

 

 

 
Figure 63 View Cmodel representation sequence diagram 

 

Cmodel Negotiation  

 

 Figure 64 Use Cases for Cmodel Negotiation package 

 

Table 20 UC Post Comments 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-402  

Use Case Name  Post Comments  

Description  Allow users to post comments about the chosen element.  
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Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and must have 

permissions to collaborate in the present Cmodel.  

Post-condition  The comment is saved in the wiki page and in the database.  
Table 21 UC Post Ratting 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-404  

Use Case Name  Post Ratting  

Description  Allow users to evaluate a chosen element, posting a 

ratting.  

Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and must have 

permissions to collaborate in the present Cmodel.  

Post-condition  The ratting is saved in the wiki page and in the database.  

 

  
Table 22 UC Participate in discussion 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-405  

Use Case Name  Participate in discussion  

Description  Allow users to participate in discussions about a chosen 

element. Users can create discussions, create threads and 

reply.  

Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and must have 

permissions to collaborate in the present Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the discussion topic is saved on the 

discussion page and in the database.  
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Figure 65 Participate in discussions activity diagram 
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Figure 66 Negotiation operations sequence diagram 
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Cmodel Interoperability  

   

  

 Figure 67 Use Cases for Cmodel Interoperability package 

 
Table 23 UC Import Cmodel 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-501  

Use Case Name  Import Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to import an external conceptual model to the 

platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  A namespace is created along with the wiki pages and are 

saved to the database. Finally a graphical representation is 

generated.  
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Figure 68 Import Cmodel sequence diagram 

 
Table 24 UC Import from CmapServer 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-504  

Use Case Name  Import from CmapServer  

Description  Allow users to import to the platform a conceptual model 

from a Cmap Server  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system and in the CmapServer.  

Post-condition  Information about the groups in the platform is presented.  

 

Table 25 UC Export Cmodel 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-507  

Use Case Name  Export Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The structure and data of the conceptual model is parsed 

and validated to a new format.  
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Figure 69 Expor Cmodel sequence diagram 

 

 

Cmodel Instantiation  

   

Figure 70 Use Cases for Cmodel Instantiation package 
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Table 26 UC Instantiate Cmodel 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-601  

Use Case Name  Instantiate Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to instantiate a Conceptual model, creating 

wiki pages with the cmodel structure.  

Related Package  Cmap Instantiation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and the 

Conceptualization process must be finished.  

Post-condition  Wiki pages are created and structured corresponding to the 

chosen conceptual model.  

 

 

 

Figure 71 Instantiate Cmap sequence diagram 

 

3.3 Non-functional requirements  

 

In this section are presented the quality requirements desired for the intended platform. 
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Performance  

The intended platform will be targeted by several and simultaneous connections, being 

crucial that the implemented application will be able to present the requested information in a 

minimum response time, so users can contribute with their knowledge promptly. 

 

Availability and Accessibility  
The level of availability of the platform on the WWW is very important, due to the 

possible users may be geographically dispersed. To meet this requirement, the most obvious 

approach lies in a web application. 

 

 

Extensibility  
It should be given special attention to good design practices, to allow easy modification 

and expansion of features and components that constitute the system, as well as introducing new 

features. This non functional requirement is of particular relevance when choosing the base 

system. The chosen system should have a modular and expandable architecture, which may at a 

later stage be modified. 

 

Stability  
The platform must support mechanisms for detection, diagnosis and failure recovery, and 

maintenance of data consistency. Being a collaborative platform and being accessed by 

communities, there must be present features that permit users to check the consistency of their 

work or validation mechanisms for example. 

 

Security  
Although users can freely navigate and visualize a large part of the information in the 

platform, there is a need to restrict the access to some functionalities. These functionalities are 

reserved to registered users, who may be Domain experts, and they trigger a complex 

collaborative process between communities and have to be restricted somehow. On the other 

hand common users can get acquainted with the modifications conducted by registered users. 

 

 

Usability  
It is intended that the user interface must intuitive and easy to use, for users not spend too 

much time in the learning process. The system should also provide clear and concise error 

messages. Special attention will be given to maintaining consistency on the shared 

conceptualizations, as well as warning users when others are currently editing. 

Since the primary objective of this application is to help users to share their knowledge when 

building shared conceptual models, the application should be usable and add value to the 

community, allowing the entire process of building conceptualizations being done in a natural, 

effective and transparent way for users. 

 

3.4 Identified Issues  

In this section are presented the main issues and possible solutions, raised during the time 

period of my master thesis. These issues are the result of a preliminary testing and evaluation of 

a small group of users to the prototype. Some of these problems where predicted during the 
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requirement analysis phase, but later in the development phase new details of the problem arose. 

The description of the issues and suggested solutions are the following: 

 

Changes history of the Cmodels  
 

When changes are made to imported Cmodels, the history of changes is not saved in any 

way. The history feature of wiki pages is also not stored properly, in other words, the wiki does 

not record all changes made and it is not possible to return to a previous version of Cmodel. 

Even small changes, like renaming a concept are not recorded at all, because the pages related to 

the concept must be deleted and then created a new one with the new name.  

Proposed solution: To overcome this limitation it is not enough to rely on the wiki 

platform, it is necessary to create a space to persist all the changes made. On the other hand is 

necessary to present to users the existing changes and also provide functionalities to navigate 

between older versions. To address this problem, the CmapServer is used as repository where 

all changes are kept in private folders. In the application, users have access to a special page 

where they can view all changes in the current Cmodel and navigate between versions as well.  

Concurrency in editing Cmodels  

 
The collaborative conceptualization process is rather complex and during that process the 

Cmodel suffers several changes. When multiple users are editing a particular Cmodel 

simultaneously there must be mechanism to control concurrency and thus keeping the 

consistency of the model. For example, when User1 and User2 are editing the same Cmodel and 

User1 wants to rename Concept1 and User2 want to delete the same concept.  

Proposed solution: To overcome this issue it is needed a mechanism that blocks the 

elements being edited, thus ensuring that the element is being edited by only one person at a 

time. Other tools choose to block the entire model not allowing several users to edit the same 

model even if they are not changing the same element. The proposed solution goes in another 

direction. When a user is editing an element in the Cmodel, this element and others elements 

directly connected to it, are blocked for editing instead of blocking the entire Cmodel. The 

editing process triggers a Time Out constraint, as well as warning messages for other users to be 

aware that the model is being edited.  

Cmodel Snapshots  

 
In the process of conceptualization, the Cmodel  may reach a point where it would be 

interesting to assign the current state of the Cmodel to other groups or communities, but on the 

other side without interfering with the ongoing process of conceptualization. In other words, in 

the context of our system, a Snapshot is the ability to select certain Cmodel at any time and 

create a "photo" of all its relevant information. These snapshots may serve as backup of a 

Cmodel at a certain point in time, the discussions being held, history, negotiations, and state of 

the Cmodel at that time.  

Proposed solution: To implement this feature it would be necessary to implement name 

spaces on the platform. To create Snapshots in the platform it would be necessary to create a 

new name space for the new version of the Cmodel and copy all its information, like 

discussions, comments, ratings and state, to the new space. Then, the new group of users could 

begin to work in the new version independently. 

Namespaces for the Cmodels  
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In the proposed platform, when importing a Conceptual model, its structure is translated to 

the platform in wiki pages, thus the names of the elements would be the title of these pages. The 

problem is, the system may allow to have different Cmodels but with elements with the same 

name. Therefore, when the pages are generated they would be overwritten, thus being 

impossible to have two pages with the same name. The first obvious approach is to add name 

spaces. But many wikis, MediaWiki for example, as some special types of pages such as 

Categories and Properties cannot be indexed on name spaces, thus not solving the problem.  

 

 

Proposed solution: As MediaWiki don't support name spaces for Categories or Properties, 

the proposed approach goes through changing the name of the element on the title of the page. 

For example, the Cmodel "Plants" composed by the elements "are" and "green". For the 

property are the title of the page would be "Property:[Plants]are" and for green would be 

"Category:[Plants]green". Users can manipulate normally the elements without needing to know 

that the Cmodel belongs to a name space, because the only changes are made in the URL of the 

page and the conceptual mode is still the same. This way, being the URL unique for each 

element of the Cmodel, it will be very useful in the export module.  

Subsets of Cmodels  

 
When a large community of users work together in a conceptualization process, the 

conceptual model tends to grow rapidly. Sometimes it may be necessary to subdivide a large 

conceptual model in to smaller ones. To achieve this objective it would be interesting to select a 

particular subset of concepts and create a new Cmodel from this subset.  

Proposed solution: To implement this feature is needed to add more options to the 

visualization and navigation layer of the platform. It would be necessary to select a set of 

elements using the visual representation and create a new conceptual model from there. All 

information attached to these elements would be copied to the new model and would have a 

unique name space. 
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4. Collaborative conceptual modelling 

through Semantic MediaWiki  

4.1 Proposed Architecture  

4.1.1 General view  

 

    Due to the complexity of the Cmap@SMW, we need to contextualize it with the several 

platforms with which it interacts. In this sense, is shown in the figure below, which presents a 

higher level of abstraction view. 

 

 

Figure 72 Cmap@SMW high level view and context 
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The previous figure intends to present the architectural view of the system and its context. 

As can be observed there two types of users, contributors belonging to a group and team 

leaders. The team leaders are assigned by their teams and manage the conceptualization process 

in the context of their teams. They are able to import conceptual models to the system from 

standard formats (OWL, RDF and XTM) or from a CmapServer. The access to CmapServer 

content is carried out through a Web Service. 

The collaborator teams contribute to the maturing of conceptual models, being able to 

manipulate, participate on discussions and negotiation processes. The semantic information 

regarding to the conceptual models can be stored in a triple store, in the wiki database and in 

CmapServers. Furthermore, imported conceptual models and the data kept in the triple store can 

be accessed by third-party applications. 

4.1.2 Logic view  

In this section we present the suggested architecture for Cmap@SMW. This logic 

architecture is presented in the following figure, which contains the main components of 

Cmap@SMW. These components are responsible for providing the features required in 

accordance with the design principles of the platform. 

 

 

 

Figure 73 Cmap@SMW logical architecture 

 

4.1.2.1 General description  

 

User interface: The user interface is one of our main concerns in the development of 

Cmap@SMW. The system is based on Semantic MediaWiki, thus web-based. The user might 

modify the conceptual model, view and navigate between its elements in an understandable 

graphical representation. On the other hand the user can easily exploit the semantic features of 

SMW thanks to the several extensions for SMW, like SMWHalo, Semantic Drilldown or 

Semantic Result formats. 
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Visualization Generator: This is the component responsible for the generation of the graphical 

representation of the conceptual model. As previously said we choose to represent the 

conceptual model in a graphical and easily understandable way, enabling users to rapidly 

understand it, and navigate between its elements interactively. Its representation follows a 

Concept Map structure and is updated with every change detected, triggering the re-generation 

of the diagram. 

 

System Management: The System Management component is for administration management. 

Administrators can create and manage groups, assign users to groups, change permissions to the 

conceptual models and spaces. On the other hand, administrators may protect wiki pages from 

editing, manage the status of the working conceptual models and moderate debates between 

users. 

 

Conceptual model Interoperability: This component is one of the most important parts of our 

system because is responsible for importing and exporting conceptual models from and to the 

Cmap@SMW. The provided import formats are CXL, RDF, OWL and XTM. When importing 

a conceptual model, specified in any format, its structure is created in wiki pages in accordance 

with the wiki Meta model. Thus the main elements of the conceptual model are represented 

through the wiki page, i.e. Concepts are represented by Categories and Connections by 

Properties. When importing a conceptual model, besides it is represented in the wiki, it is also 

persisted in the CmapServer in CXL format, keeping it updated with every change.  As export 

formats are supported CXL, RDF, OWL, XTM, PDF, JPG and HTML. The export process 

consists in converting the structure of an accepted conceptual model to a standard formats i.e.: 

RDF or OWL. This component is also responsible for the persistence of conceptual models in 

the Cmap Server, thus synchronizing the versions in the wiki and CmapServer, as well as 

keeping a changes history. 

 

Conceptual model Manipulation: As the name implies, this component provides 

functionalities for manipulation and edition of conceptual models. These operations consist in 

adding, renaming and removing concepts or links. It also allows users to attach or remove 

resources to concepts and finally add descriptions to its meaning to be better perceptive. This 

component is responsible for managing changes of the conceptual models, making the necessary 

updates to the wiki pages. A major problem in handling collaborative conceptualizations is the 

concurrency and maintaining consistency. Other tools choose to block the entire conceptual 

model when users are working on it. We think a more viable approach, is not to block the entire 

conceptual model, but only those elements that are being edited. Thus we plan to implement 

lock mechanisms to minimize concurrency and consistency problems. 

 

 

Conceptual model Management: The conceptual model management has a considerable 

weight on the platform usability. The main features of this component are to provide an 

interface for changes history in the conceptual model and navigation between versions, allowing 

users to rollback to a previous state of the conceptual model. It also allows users to create 

snapshots, i.e. selecting a subset of elements of the conceptual model, and from there create a 

separated one from it. The conceptual models pass through several states (C Pereira et al 2009), 

that are translated as Conceptualization Spaces in the wiki, using categories to represent it. 

Besides having different states, the conceptual model and its elements are inserted in different 

namespaces, allowing having concepts or connections with the same name but belonging to 

different conceptual model, in the wiki. 

    Finally we plan to develop statistical functionalities to allow users to confirm where the main 
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divergences are present or to check which user contributed most to the evolution of a conceptual 

model, for example. 

 

 

Conceptual model Collaboration: Communication in the development of conceptual models 

by communities or groups is a fundamental aspect. Thus, in Cmap@SMW is possible to discuss 

via forum, negotiate, comment and rate each element of the conceptual model, allowing users to 

collaborate while enriching it. Users have the option to "watch" a particular element of the 

conceptual model, in the wiki, and thus be notified whenever changes are made. Furthermore, 

this component also allows administrator to assign Review or ask for Reviews to users about 

certain elements of the conceptual model. 

 

 

SMW Meta Model: The Meta Model of the SMW is a key part of our platform. This is used to 

construct the structure of the conceptual model, thus enabling users to navigate between its 

elements. This component allows transposing the structure of the imported conceptual model 

into a wiki pages structure. In SMW, categories can have sub-categories, thus creating a kind of 

hierarchy. Articles or pages can be categorized and can be created using semantic forms or 

templates. The SMW meta-model can be observer in the following figure: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 74 Semantic MediaWiki Meta-model 

 

 

Triple Store Connector: The existing conceptual model in Cmap@SMW will be stored into a 

Triple store allowing building advanced queries in SMW, thus presenting more accurate results. 

The Triple Store in Cmap@SMW can be an alternative way to access conceptual models data 

and to retrieve large amounts of information, also as for advanced reasoning and querying 
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functionalities. The persisted data in the triple store can also be accessed by third-party 

applications that can retrieve information from it. 

 

 

4.1.3 Physical/deployment view  

 

Figure 75 Cmap@SMW physical architecture 

 

Web Server 

The proposed platform, Cmap@SMW, is in the Web Server. This system is based on 

MediaWiki and Semantic MediaWiki. The involved users interact with the system using a web 

browser and a internet connection. The Cmap@SMW interacts directly with CmapServers and 

indirectly with third-party-applications. The interaction with CmapServers is carried out through 

a Web Service which provides functionalities to retrieve create and save conceptual models. To 

allow the correct functioning of the platform, the server must have the following characteristics:  

● Apache Version 2.2.12 or higher  

● PHP Version 5.2.0 or higher  

● AJAX  

● XML  

● JavaScript  

Data Base Server 

In the Data base server are stored two databases: Wiki Data Base and the Triple Store. 

The system's semantic data can be stored in a Triple Store, being possible to benefit from its 

advanced reasoning characteristics and on the other hand query the wiki knowledge base via 
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SPARQL by third-party applications. There is also a database for the wiki structure, where is 

stored all information needed for the proper functioning of the system. This server must have 

the following characteristics:  

 MySql Server  

 Java Runtime Environment 1.6  

 Jena Triple Store Connector  

 

CmapTools and CmapServers 

The CmapServer acts as a shared repository for Knowledge Models, an index for searching for 

Cmaps and resources, and automatically provides Web-page versions of the concept maps. 

Concept maps in a CmapServer can have links to Cmaps and other types of resources on other 

CmapServers. 

These Servers, in the context of this work, are used as a shared repository for conceptual 

models. The conceptual structures imported to Cmap@SMW are also stored in CmapServers to 

allow a better version and history management. As conceptual models are stored in 

CmapServers, is possible to other users have access to it using CmapTools. To run these 

platforms, it is needed the following packages:  

 CmapTools (on client computers)  

 CmapServer (on remote servers) 

4.1.4 Architectural styles and patterns  

 

Blackboard system 

Applications based on the blackboard architectural model have a common knowledge base. 

It is iteratively updated by a diverse group of specialist knowledge sources, starting with a 

problem specification and ending with a solution. Each knowledge source updates the 

blackboard with a partial solution when its internal constraints match the blackboard state. In 

this way, the specialists work together to solve the problem. (Corkill 1991) 

According to (Corkill 2003), the collaborating software paradigm is an effective divide-

and-conquer approach to the development and maintenance of large and complex software 

applications. In this approach, a number of smaller, independently developed and maintained 

software modules are applied in concert to form the overall system. The individual details and 

complexity associated with each module is encapsulated within the module, and computations 

that require the capabilities of multiple modules involve collaboration among modules. 

Blackboard systems were the first attempt made by AI researchers at integrating “cooperating” 

software modules. The goal was to achieve the flexible, brainstorming style of problem solving 

exhibited by a group of diverse human experts working together to address problems. (Corkill 

1991) 

This architectural style fits well in the proposed system, as major contributions to the 

conceptualization process in the platform, come from several groups of users in order 

to collaboratively achieve a common goal. In the proposed system, users are wanted to share 

their points of view and their knowledge in order to represent a given domain. In blackboard 

systems, the information level and users contributions tend to grow, causing performance loss 

and slow retrieval of pertinent information. (Jagannathan et al. 1989) 
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The solution designed for this problem is to subdivide the blackboard into regions, each 

corresponding to a particular conceptual model. This approach is commonly used in blackboard 

systems, where different levels, planes, or multiple blackboards are used to group related 

objects. 

 

Event-driven architecture 

An event-driven architecture is a software architecture pattern that orchestrates 

behaviour around the production, detection and consumption of events as well as the responses 

they evoke. In this context, an event should be understood as some message, token, count, 

pattern, value, or marker that can be identified within an ongoing stream of monitored inputs, 

such as network traffic, specific error conditions or signals, thresholds crossed, counts 

accumulated, and so forth. Event-driven architectures usually consist of event producers and 

event consumers. Event consumers subscribe to some kind of overarching event manager and 

event producers publish to this same manager. When the manager receives an event from a 

producer, it forwards that event to all registered consumers or stores the event for later 

forwarding, if a consumer is unavailable to receive the forward. (Michelson 2006) 

According to (Michelson 2006), there are three types of Event processing styles: 

Simple event processing, Event stream processing and Complex event processing. The first, 

concerns mainly in events that are directly related to specific, measurable changes of condition. 

In simple event processing, a notable event happens which initiates downstream action(s). 

Simple event processing is commonly used to drive the real-time flow of work, thereby 

reducing lag time and cost. On the other hand, Stream event processing is commonly used to 

drive the real-time flow of information in and around the enterprise, which enables in-time 

decision making. Complex event processing allows patterns of simple and ordinary events to be 

considered to infer that a complex event has occurred. Complex event processing evaluates a 

confluence of events and then takes action. These events may cross event types and occur over a 

long period of time. (Michelson 2006) 

The proposed platform has some characteristics of systems based on an Event-driven 

architecture. When users contribute, their actions trigger complex processes within the platform, 

for example, in the conceptualization process, when elements of the conceptual model are 

changed, processes of synchronization, update, code generation and statistical information are 

triggered. Has the system is involved with multiple applications, there is a significant load in the 

communication between platforms forming part of its context. The events generated in the 

proposed system will follow the Simple event processing style, so that, when events are 

generated, processes are triggered in a downstream way. 

4.2 Cmap@SMW implementation details  

For the realization of this prototype it was necessary to use a set of technologies to meet 

the objectives of the specified requirements. 

In the implementation of Cmap@SMW, it has been defined to use Semantic MediaWiki as 

base platform, as users are familiarized with MediaWiki and there is a huge community of 

developers as well as many open source extensions. Relating programming paradigms, it has 

been used PHP programming language as MediaWiki uses it as well. Therefore, the application 

must run on Apache and PHP environment using a MySql database and a Jena Triple Store, thus 

taking advantage use of the extensions already developed.  
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4.2.1 Semantic MediaWiki  

    Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) is an extension of MediaWiki. Its aim is to make semantic 

technologies available to a broad community by smoothly integrating them with the established 

usage of MediaWiki.(Völkel et al., 2006) In Figure 76 is presented a generic overlook of the 

use of the SMW with its semantic extensions, as well as it context. This figure is particularly 

oriented for the use of SMW in Wikipedia, although it is possible to observe the interaction 

between users and the system, how semantic extensions can be a connection for third-party 

applications and represent data in different formats, allowing users to interact with it in different 

ways. 

 

 

Source: (Völkel et al., 2006)   

Figure 76 SMW generic architecture 

 

Semantic MediaWiki is a semantically enhanced wiki engine that enables users to annotate the 

wiki’s contents with explicit, machine-readable information. Using this semantic data, SMW 

addresses core problems of today’s wikis. Further information can be found in Annex B. 

4.2.2 Semantic Drilldown  

Semantic Drilldown is an extension for SMW that provides functionalities for drilling 

down through the wiki pages data more efficiently, using the capabilities of SMW, by using 

categories, filters and semantic properties.  

In the following figure, is possible to observe the use of Semantic Drilldown extension. In this 

particular example is presented the Authors category. In (1) it is possible to see its sub-

categories, while in (2) are shown the filters designed to facilitate the user navigation. 

Depending on the category and filters selected by the user, in (4) is presented the list of pages 

according to the selection. Finally in (3) is shown a list of relevant categories to the user. 
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Figure 77 Semantic DrillDown example of use 

 

 

4.2.3 Semantic Forms  

This extension facilitates the creation and editing of templates, forms, classes and 

properties, which can and should be used to enhance semantic data to the wiki pages. The 

Semantic Forms extension enforces the use of templates in creating semantic data. It does not 

support direct semantic markup in data pages; instead, the entire semantic markup is meant to 

be stored indirectly through templates. A form allows a user to populate a pre-defined set of 

templates for a page (behind the scenes, that data is turned into semantic properties once the 

page is saved).  

Forms can also be used to edit the data in an existing page and it supports auto completion 

of fields, so users can easily see what the previously-entered values were for a given field.  

The main purpose of using this extension in the suggested platform is to support the 

instantiation process of conceptual models. The proposed approach would automatically 

generate a set of templates, forms and properties when importing the Cmodel in to the system. 

So, when a consensus is reached by users, they can instantiate the model.  

In the following figure is presented an example of the use of semantic forms to support the 

creation of pages: 
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(source: http://smwforum.ontoprise.com/) 

Figure 78 Generating pages using Semantic Forms 

 

 

4.2.4 Semantic Result Formats  

Semantic Result Formats is a MediaWiki extension, used in conjunction with the Semantic 

MediaWiki extension, which enables a number of further result formats for SMW's inline 

queries. The individual formats can be added to the installation independently. It allows the 

presentation of semantic queries in various formats such as tables, calendar format, graphs, 

Googlebar or GooglePie, as can be observed in the following figure: 

 

Figure 79 Semantic Result Formats examples 

 

http://smwforum.ontoprise.com/
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4.2.5 Semantic Graph  

Semantic Graph is used to facilitate the visualization of the wiki pages structure, it also 

facilitates navigation by generating graphical representations in three possible formats: Mind 

Map, Hypergraph or graph. Following the objectives of this thesis, this extension functionalities 

are used to generate the representation of the conceptual models in a graph format, similar to 

concept maps. Although the graph format is the desired format to be used by users, it is possible 

to switch between this format and the Hypergraph. This option is provided to facilitate the 

visualization of larger conceptual models, thus improving the navigation usability in these 

cases. 

 

Figure 80 Semantic Graph example 

4.2.6 Halo Extension  

The Halo extension is an extension to Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) and has been developed as 

a part of Project Halo in order to facilitate the use of Semantic Wikis for a large community of 

users. The main focus of the development was to create tools that increase the ease of use of 

SMW features and advertise the immediate benefits of semantically enriched contents. 

This extension is used to facilitate annotations on pages, providing a more intuitive interface 

where it is allowed to make a more effective management of semantic annotations of each page. 

Provides also a feature for navigation of ontologies where is possible to view the structure of the 

wiki and allows you to filter categories, instances and properties. 

The features provided by Halo Extension are: 

 Semantic Toolbar, allowing to quickly inspect, create and alter the semantic 

annotations of a wiki article  

 Advanced Annotation Mode, for annotating contents semantically in a WYSIWYG-

like manner without having to cope with the wiki source text  

 Auto-completion, suggesting entities or data existing in the wiki while typing (e.g. 

when annotating in the wiki-text or filling in input fields)  

 Graphical query interface, empowering users to easily compose queries and preview 

query results with different output formats  

 Ontology browser, enabling intuitive browsing and changing of the wiki's ontology 

and lookup of instance and property information  
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 Collaboration, enabling commenting and rating functionalities in wiki pages. It also 

provides management features to retrieved comments information via semantic queries.   

 Semantic Gardening, to continuously improve the quality of the semantic data in the 

wiki, by detecting inconsistencies or peculiarities via automatic bots. Furthermore it 

provides an import and export functionality for OWL ontologies.  

 Triple Store connector, enabling the use of a triple store as semantic data backend. 

With a linked triple store it is possible to benefit from its advanced reasoning 

functionality and on the other hand query the wiki knowledgebase via SPARQL (from 

third-party applications).  

 Access Control, protecting single wiki pages, articles in categories or namespaces and 

values of semantic properties. Access can be restricted for individual users or entire user 

groups.  

 

4.2.7 Liquid Threads  

This extension is particularly useful, because it provides a comprehensive discussion 

system, similar to have a forum. It replaces the limited discussion features provided by 

MediaWiki, and allows users to create new threads, reply, move discussions to other pages and 

watch threads. 

This extension replaces the traditional MediaWiki discussion page, and provides a usable 

interface, to present dynamically the content of threads and manage to offer a very interesting 

reply system based on Ajax. 

 

 

 

(source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LiquidThreads_conversation.png) 

Figure 81Example of a discussion using LiquidThreads 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LiquidThreads_conversation.png
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4.2.8 Cmaps Extension  

The Cmaps Extension was developed in the scope of this project. It provides features for 

importing and synchronization of conceptual models (in CmapServer) for the wiki platform, 

using the web services provided by CmapServer. In practice, the import process is accomplished 

by creating a structure based on categories, properties and semantic annotations on the platform. 

This extension allows the connection between the social and the semantic layer, adding the 

needed functionalities to lead the conceptualization process. In the following figure is presented 

the segmentation of the components that constitute the Cmap Extension. 

 

Figure 82 Modularity of Cmaps Extension 

This extension is constituted by five components. These components are divided in 

modules, responsible for specific areas. 

The light blue modules were developed in the context of this project. 

    In (1), are present the modules responsible for the generation of the graphical representation 

of the conceptual model, as well as a manager module to control changes and make the 

necessary updates. The component (2) is responsible to create the conceptual model structure in 

the wiki and to provide the operations necessary to manipulate it. 

    The modules in (3), implement the changes history management of the conceptual 

model, permissions control, instantiation generator and the Snapshots Manager. When a 

conceptual model is imported to the system, the instantiation manager generates the necessary 

structure to perform a correct instantiation using forms, templates and properties. The Snapshot 

Manager implements the generation of the necessary structure to create Snapshots, as well as, 

smaller selections or sub-divisions of Cmodels. 

In (5) are the modules responsible for the interoperability of the system. The Import module 

allows users to import conceptual models from CmapServers, using the Web Service client, or 

standard formats like XTM, OWL or RDF. In the importing process the structure of the 

conceptual model is translated in to the wiki, thus creating the wiki pages necessary to represent 

it. The Parser and Validator module has an important role in the Export process. This module is 

responsible to translate the conceptual model, represented in the meta-model of the SMW, to the 

required format, i.e: XTM, RDF or OWL. 

    The Conceptual Model Collaboration component (4), implements the social features required 

for the platform. The Negotiation module will follow the fundamental aspects, introduced in the 

Blending methodology (C Pereira et al 2009), with the aim of achieving consensus in the 
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conceptualization process. Except the Negotiation module, all modules in this component were 

developed by MediaWiki developer’s community and are open-source. The discussion 

management is implemented using the LiquidThread extension and allows users to discuss 

around every element of the conceptual model. The Halo extension, among others, is 

responsible to empower the usability of the wiki and allowing users to annotate pages more 

easily, browse more accurately the semantic data, comment and rate pages and also provides 

graphical user interface to allow users to create and preview query results. The Review manager 

will be implemented using the WikiFlow extension, which provides functionalities to create a 

workflow of evaluation and review in wiki pages. This is interesting, when applying in the 

review phase of the conceptualization process. 

 

5. Using Cmap@SMW to support shared 

conceptualizations   

5.1 Description and context of the experiment  

In this chapter, will be presented the functionalities implemented in the development of the 

prototype. This will be demonstrated, through the use of the proposed platform, in the support 

of a conceptualization process of a given domain in the context of the AC/DC project. The 

project AC/DC (Automotive Chassis Development for 5-Days Cars) is a European project 

supported by the European Commission. The main objective is to develop a set of concepts and 

methods to improve, in a radical way, the process of car production by significantly reducing 

the total time that elapses between ordering and delivery to the customer. 

In this experiment were used two tools to support the collaborative process of 

conceptualization. For the shared construction of a conceptual representation were used concept 

maps, constructed through CmapTools, and CMap@SMW. CmapTools was used primarily to 

support the definition of the preliminary proposal and creation of input spaces. The blend 

services and the negotiation process were supported by CMap@SMW. 

 

5.2 CBT description  

 

    It is presented below in detail, the method developed by (C Pereira et al 2009) to support the 
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collaborative process of conceptualization. The steps that comprise the method are described 

with some detail, as well as the strategy used to achieve consensus. Although this is only a brief 

description of the method, a more detailed description can be found in (C Pereira et al 2009). 

 

In terms of the network model for conceptual integration, each Space is defined with the 

following description: 

 

Input Spaces - each group belonging to the network corresponds to an input space and, in each 

input space are presented the proposed conceptualizations of the group. 

 

Blend Space (or area of decision and negotiation support) - the space used during the 

negotiation process for all groups to reach consensus, to complement and enrich the 

conceptualization. 

 

Generic Space (or shared space) - this space is created iteratively and incrementally, as the 

method progresses and consensus is reached in the negotiation phases. The resulting shared 

conceptualization is represented in this space. 

 

 

 

 

(source: (Pereira 2010)) 

Figure 83 CBT Spaces diagram  

 
Within the information resources in Input Spaces, users can provide documents with relevant 

information, Ontologies, Glossaries, Web pages, data bases and other conceptual models. 

The first measures to be taken in order to initialize the process are:  

1. Define the members of the collaborative network  

 Contributors: Set the members of the team and register them into the system, as 

well as defining which group they belong.  

 Team leaders: Define the leader of each team.  
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● Define the Context Frame  

 Context Frame: Define the goals and mission of the collaboration. This must be 

understood and agreed by all members.  

 

Thus, the tasks undertaken to complement the steps specified in the CBT process using 

Cmap@SMW, are: 

 

Step 0: Based on the definition of context frame, a subgroup of participants creates a 

preliminary proposal that will be shared in the generic space and used as input to the next step. 

This preliminary proposal (Concept Map) is imported from CmapServer and contains the high-

level concepts of the domain. 

Step 1: To each group is assigned an input space to enter and submit their conceptualization 

proposal. Each conceptualization proposal is a concept map with information and other sources 

of knowledge (e.g., URLs, documents and other content) which must allow its proper 

understanding. 

Step 2: Using as input the various conceptualization proposals, the operation for the 

identification of the homologous elements between spaces of input ("counterpart" elements) is 

executed automatically. The identification of these elements is performed using mapping 

operation and selective projection, and results in a proposal for discussion. The result is 

presented for discussion and negotiation in the blend space. 

 

 

(source: (Pereira 2010))  

Figure 84 Exemplification of the mapping and projection operations 
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Step 3: The conceptual structure proposed for discussion is reviewed by all members and 

accepted with minimal negotiation. The accepted elements of the proposal are then, introduced 

in to the generic space. 

 

Step 4: Based on the input spaces, context frame, generic space and documentation available in 

the input spaces (background information), the blend is executed to obtain new 

conceptualization proposals. This step corresponds to execution of completion operations. New 

conceptual structures are proposed, that were not present in the Input spaces. 

 

Step 5: The new proposed conceptual structures in the Blend Space are negotiated and the 

concepts for which there is consensus, are introduced in to the Generic Space. In other words, 

the emerging structure resulting from the Blend is validated, e.g., the emerging concepts are 

confirmed or eliminated by the users. 

Step 6: If the input spaces are changed, the method must return to step 2. However, the creation 

of a new blend may not be necessary. 

Step 7: Finally, when all the participants express their agreement with the conceptualization 

represented in the generic space, the process is completed. 

 

(source: (Pereira 2010)) 

Figure 85 Exemplification of the execution of the steps 3, 4 and 5 of the CBT methodology 
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5.2 Experience  

 

The experimentation process will be performed by executing the required operations, provided 

by Cmap@SMW, for the development of a shared conceptualization, following the method 

suggested by (Pereira et al 2009). This will be carried out by two groups of users that work 

together with the common objective that is the enrichment of a conceptual model.  In the 

following sections will be presented the functionalities of the platform, as well as the operations 

undertaken since the import of a Cmodel to the platform until its deployment. 

 

To initiate the process, it is necessary to register the users in the system, the groups must be 

created with proper permissions. In the following figure it is possible to observe the creation of 

the groups A and B. 

 

 

 

Figure 86 Cmap@SMW Group Management 

 

In the menu presented in Figure 86, are shown the group management operations. 

Administrators can create ACLs to restrict access to pages or categories in the system, or, on the 

other hand, can specify add to or remove pages from the Whitelist. In (1) is presented the 

GroupA and GroupB create with base permissions for collaborators. 

 

After this registration phase, it is necessary to assign users to their respective groups. In the 

following figure it is possible to observer the group creation and its management. 
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Figure 87 Using Cmap@SMW to assign users to groups 

 

In figure 87, the administrator is editing the group details, more specifically the users that 

belong to the group. In (1) it is possible to observe the group details, and below is shown a table 

with all users registered in the system. The administrator can manage (2) the users belonging to 

each group, and also can manage user permissions individually. The spaces that are specified in 

the CBT methodology are implemented in the platform in the form of categories. Thus, there are 

three general categories: Input Spaces, Blend Spaces and Generic Spaces. 

 

 
Figure 88 Space structure in Cmap@SMW 

 

In terms of structure of the conceptualization spaces, there is a "root" category named 

Conceptualization Spaces. This category has 3 sub-categories as demonstrated in (1) Blend 

Spaces, (3) Generic Spaces and (5) Input Spaces. Each sub-category is responsible to aggregate 

the specific spaces for each conceptualization process, as exemplified in (2), (4) and (6). In this 

case, (6) IS-ACDC_PP-GroupA and IS-ACDC_PP-GroupB that corresponds to the Input 
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Spaces for the project AC/DC, domain Production Planning for group A and B respectively. 

The spaces (2) BS-ACDC_PP and (4) GS-ACDC_PP corresponds to the Blend Space and 

Generic Space for the same project and domain. 

 

Once specified the spaces structure and groups of users, the platform is ready to begin the 

process of conceptualization. According to the CBT (Pereira et al 2009) method, the step 0 is 

taken by defining the context frame and importing a preliminary proposal to the respective 

Generic Space (in this case GS-ACDC_PP). In this experimentation the preliminary proposal 

used is the following: 

 

 

 

Figure 89 Preliminary proposal for the AC/DC Production Planning conceptualization 

 

The import of the preliminary proposal is achieved by importing the Cmodel from a 

CmapServer as shown in the following figures: 

 

 

Figure 90 CmapServer Authentication and navigation through its content 
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As can be seen in the previous figure, to access CmapServers users have to authenticate with 

their credentials and can add new CmapServer locations, if it is not in the list of available 

CmapServers. After logging in, it is possible to navigate over the content of the server, the same 

way as using CmapTools. When the Cmap is selected, an image is presented users, which 

represents the Concept Map defined in CXL. Thus, the user can import the Cmap to the 

platform, as exemplified in the following figure: 

 

Figure 91 Importing a Cmodel to Cmap@SMW 

 

In the figure 91, the user selected the Cmap (1) ACDC-ProductionPlanning (Preliminar 

Proposal) and in (2) is shown an image that represents the Cmodel in the CmapServer. When 

importing (3) a Cmodel to the platform, a serie of operations are taken to transpose the Cmodel 

structure and data to the system. First are generated categories (for concepts), properties (for 

connections) and pages (for the Cmodel and Context Frame) to represent the structure of the 

Cmodel. Next is generated a graphical representation that allows a better comprehension of the 

Cmodel, as well as navigation between its elements. Below is showed the imported Cmodel 

page, and can be verified through the following figure: 
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Figure 92 Preliminar proposal in Cmap@SMW 

 

In (1) is possible to observe the title of the page "ACDC-ProductionPlanning(Preliminar 

Proposal)" and the tab for discussion, while on the right side of the page is presented a menu (2) 

which provides information about the Cmodel and the operations. In (3) is presented the 

graphical representation of the Cmodel, which allows navigating through its elements, as well as 

zooming in and zooming out. Users can view and edit the description (4) of the Cmodel or even 

of its concepts and properties. In the bottom of the page (5) is possible to observe that this 

Cmodel is allocated in its particular Generic Space, i.e. GS-ACDC PP, as it is a preliminary 

proposal. 

The Context Frame page is also generated with the information about the groups and 

spaces allocated, but it is required that users write the mission and goals for the 

conceptualization, as well as important resources to the process. Below is specified the context 

frame page, and can be verified through the following figure: 
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Figure 93 Context frame in Cmap@SMW 

 

As the Context Frame page(1) is generated with the information related to the groups(4) and 

spaces(4) involved in this particular conceptualization, users can, collaboratively add the 

context frame Mission(2), Objectives(3) and relevant resources(5). 

 

       The next step of the process goes through allocating Input Spaces to each group. Groups 

can check the Context Frame page and view all relevant information about the process. Then, 

each group creates its conceptualization proposal, based on the preliminary proposal, which is in 

the Generic Space. In this sense, are created two copies of the preliminary proposal and 

transferred to the respective Input Spaces. From these, each group develops its 

conceptualization proposal independently, editing, removing or adding new elements to the 

conceptual model. Also, they can add resources such as links or additional documentation to the 

elements or even add a small description to better explain their point of view. 

In the next figures, it is possible to view the result of the proposed conceptualizations for 

each group: 
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Figure 94 Visualization of the Proposed conceptual model by GroupA 

 

 

Figure 95 Visualization of the Proposed conceptual model by Group B 

 

In the previous figures, is possible to observe the different proposals, presented by the Groups A 

and B. These proposals were constructed using the Cmodel manipulation operations 

implemented into the platform.  

After the conceptualization proposals are prepared, the second step of the method CBT 

is initialized. This step involves automatic mechanisms, consisting in projecting and mapping 

the elements of the submitted proposals by the two groups, thus generating a new conceptual 

model. The two groups can view this new model in its blend space, as show in the following 

figure: 
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Figure 96 Negotiation proposal generated by Cmap@SMW (step 2 of CTB) 

 

The elements of the groups are able to view (1) the new proposal, located in the blend space 

(3), verifying and validating its elements, with the aim to achieve a fast agreement between both 

groups. Thus, the agreed elements are sent to the Generic Space. At this stage, users should not 

overuse the negotiation features, since the main objective in this phase is to validate the new 

proposal. When the elements of the new model are validated and an agreement is reached, the 

validated elements are introduced in the conceptual model located in the Generic Space, 

according to CBT. (Pereira et al 2009) 

In the fourth step of the method, new elements are suggested to be added to the conceptual 

model. This can be achieved by executing the blend process to obtain new proposals, in an 

attempt to complete the conceptual model as much as possible. When the blend is executed the 

new proposal is, once more, generated in the respective Blend Space. 

Next, starting from the Cmodel in the blend space plus the new proposed elements, the 

groups are involved in a negotiating process to reach an agreement on the conceptualization. To 

achieve this, the participants use discussion forums, present in every element of the conceptual 

model, and can create new discussions or reply to existing topics. They can also comment and 

evaluate the different elements of the conceptual model in order to be able to get a more 

generalized view of the contributors. 

 

An example of a discussion around a concept in the proposed conceptual model can be 

observed in the following figure: 
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Figure 97 Discussion around a concept 

 

Users can create(1) new discussions topics around Cmodel elements, view the instantiated 

topics(2),(3) or simply reply(4) to existing topics, passing their ideas or agreement. 

In the following figure is presented the comment and evaluation system: 

 

Figure 98 Commenting and Evaluation of a concept 

 

As shown in the previous figure, users can comment and evaluate each element of the Cmodel. 

To post a short comment users have to click on "add a comment" as shown in (2). The existing 

comments are listed in (3), as well as their evaluation (good, bad or neutral), and finally users 

can view the average evaluation of the element, that is automatically calculated, and is presented 

in (1). 

Meanwhile, if the conceptual models in the Input Spaces are changed, the process must 

restart from step 2, and follow the same steps. After the rounds of negotiation, the elements for 

which the groups agreed are once more introduced in to the Generic Space, thus finalizing the 

process. Finally, users have reached an agreement and the conceptual model is ready to deploy. 

In this phase the Cmodel is locked for any manipulation operations and negotiation features are 

also freezed. Now that the conceptualization process is finished the conceptual model can be 

used by other applications or used to instantiate pages in the wiki, with the Cmodel structure. To 

share the Cmodel with third-party applications is previewed to support standard formats like 

XTM or RDF to transform the conceptual structure present in the platform in to interoperable 
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formats. To instantiate the Cmodel structure is suggested to create a set of templates and 

semantic forms to support the instantiation process. This can be automatically generated, but is 

not yet implemented, although it is planned as future work. 

5.3 Conclusions  

 

  In this chapter was presented an experimental prototype, developed in the context of 

this dissertation. As an example for the conceptualization process, it was used a conceptual 

model within a European project (AC/DC) that represented a simple but real problem. The main 

purpose of this experience was to evaluate the integration of the proposed method and its 

applicability in developing platform, as well as the applicability of the suggested functionalities. 

 

  With this experience is possible to verify the current status of the prototype, checking 

which functionalities are implemented and those not, verify the problems that may arise in the 

future and receive feedback from users. Furthermore it is possible to check how the 

functionalities not yet implement will work by showing its operation and what are the expected 

outputs. 

 

  The main conclusion that can be taken from this experience are: (1)Users involved in 

this experience found the platform relatively easy to use and made positive comments to their 

operation in relation to CmapTools. (2)The choice of platforms and methodologies proved to be 

possible to be integrated. (3)Although the platform development is not completed the basic 

functions for manipulation, negotiation, import and visualization of conceptual models are 

implemented and can be tested. (4)Based on the implemented functionalities, choice of 

technologies and positive feedback, the prototype is viable to be developed and is on track to 

achieve the stated objectives. 
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6. Conclusions and future work  

 

This final chapter aims to make a reflection on the work carried out and the results 

achieved. It is made an evaluation of the main outcomes of this thesis and on the other hand, are 

listed the possible points for future development, aiming for the improvement and completion of 

the proposed platform.  

In this dissertation was described a practical approach to support users to collaboratively 

develop shared conceptualizations. The request to specify, design and implement a platform that 

meets the proposed objectives was quite challenging and motivating.  

The challenge to build a socio-semantic platform that implement a comprehensive 

methodology to support the development of shared conceptualization, proved to be quite 

complex due to the different areas of knowledge where this study focus. During this project 

several issues raised, in particular, concurrency in the manipulation of conceptual models, the 

generation graphical representation of conceptual structures and create support for the 

negotiation and interoperability.  

One of the main issues in this work was the inexistence of similar approaches, making the 

proposed application innovative in its context and objectives. Although other authors suggest 

different approaches, very few developed a platform or application to validate and experiment 

their methodologies.  

The main goals proposed in this dissertation have been achieved with success. The study of 

the state of the art, allowed in one hand to learn about various technologies and existing 

approaches related to the development of ontologies and graphical representation of knowledge, 

and secondly to increase the author’s knowledge about the Semantic Web and its application. 

This study was very important in the context of this dissertation, since it served as the basis for 

the choice of technologies and methodologies to be applied in the proposed platform.  
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Resulting from the study of the state of the art, Concept Maps (and Topic Maps in the 

future) were selected as formalisms for representing conceptual models graphically. This choice 

is due to their flexibility when modelling and because they are easy to understand, user friendly 

and yet efficient. To generate and present Concept Maps in the proposed platform, was chosen 

to use GraphViz due to its flexibility in generating different types of graphs and its 

interoperability, being possible to use their functionalities in almost any environment.  

The chosen methodology was CBT, due to its focus in the early stages of Ontologies 

development, groups or communities orientation, and finally due to the proposed methods of 

negotiation and conflict resolution.  

The choice of the semantic wiki was one of the most important decisions in this work. A 

semantic wiki that provides all required semantic functionalities, has a modular architecture, is 

easy to use and familiar to users were the main directives in its selection. Aligned with these 

attributes the most appropriated choice was Semantic MediaWiki. 

The elicitation and analysis of the requirements has been carried out successfully and 

validated with the main stakeholders, having been covered all the required features. The design 

and architecture of the platform has been carried out in accordance with the requirements and 

there was always concern about the expansion and future work to be developed. The 

implementation of the functionalities of the prototype exceeded the initial estimates, being 

implemented about half of the proposed features, as it is possible to see in the following figure:  

 

Figure 99 Implementation state of the functionalities developed for the prototype 

 

 

As main future development topics for this project, it is possible to refer some interesting 

points not specified in this report, and other more obvious. The work to be developed first must 

be to complete the development of the functionalities not yet implemented so far, such as import 

and export to standard formats. The management of the conceptualization process must also be 

improved allowing collaborators to manage their conceptual models more accurately. The 

management of the Conceptualization process must be improved also, automating the process as 

much as possible. The main proposed operations by CBT, like projection, mapping and 

blending must be implemented and adapted to the system, allowing a full integration between 

the platform and the methodology. 

 

An interesting proposal for further work would be to provide the functionality to 

manipulate the conceptual models within the graphical representation of the model, thus 

increasing the usability of the platform. The instantiation of conceptual models was proposed in 
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this thesis, but not implemented. The main idea for future development would be to generate a 

set of helper semantic forms, properties and templates to allow the creation of wiki pages with 

content defined by users, but following the structure of a given Conceptual model. This raises 

several problems and as it diverges slightly from the main objectives of this project, the idea 

was not very developed. 

 

As main conclusions, it is possible to say that the choices made, proven to be possible to 

implement and continue the platform development.  The experimentation process helped to 

validate the technologies and methodologies selected, which were integrated with success.  The 

prototype developed is based on Semantic MediaWiki, thus taking advantage of its semantic 

features and comprehensive semantic extensions, supporting the wanted functionalities. The 

choice for Concept Maps, revealed to be satisfactory as they allow users to easily understand a 

given domain and allowed them to contribute more accurately.  The visualization  techniques 

allow  easy and intuitive  navigation  between elements,  and  the effective  generation  of  

conceptual model representations, but, it is  required further improvement in usability matters.  

The  ColBlend Method proved to be quite interesting, although it was not fully integrated in the 

platform, as it focus mainly in the first phases of the ontology development process and  

describes  operations to support the negotiation process, conceptual model evolution and social 

support.
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Annex A: Use Cases 
 

 

System Management 
 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-004  

Use Case Name  View Users List  

Description  Allow users to view the existing Groups in the platform.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the users in the platform is presented.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-005  

Use Case Name  Add users to Group  

Description  Allow users to add users to existing Groups in the 

platform.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system. The Group(s) and user(s) 

must exist.  

Post-condition  Information about users and groups is updated in the 

database.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-007  

Use Case Name  View Cmodel List  

Description  Allow users to view the list of conceptual models present 

in the platform.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about Conceptual models in the platform is 

presented.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-008  

Use Case Name  Edit Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to edit small details (description and 

properties) about a specific Cmodel in the platform.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Changes made in the Conceptual model are saved in the 

database.  
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Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-011  

Use Case Name  Delete Cmodel  

Description  Allow users to delete a existing Conceptual model in the 

platform, deleting all pages related to it.  

Related Package  System Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  All information about the Conceptual is deleted from the 

database and the wiki pages as well.  

 

 

Cmodel Management 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-102  

Use Case Name  Generate Statistics  

Description  Allow users to generate statistic data from a given 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Statistical is generated and saved in the according pages 

and in the database.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-103  

Use Case Name  View Statistics  

Description  Allow users to view statistical information about a given 

Conceptual Model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and statistical 

information must exist.  

Post-condition  Statistical information about the Conceptual Model is 

presented to the user.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-104  

Use Case Name  View Percentage Growth  

Description  Allow users to view the amount of growth of the 

chosen Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and 

statistical information must exist.  

Post-condition  Statistical information about the Conceptual Model is 

presented to the user.  
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Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-108  

Use Case Name  View changes log  

Description  Allow users to view the existing Groups in the platform  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the groups in the platform is presented.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-1010  

Use Case Name  View Cmodel History  

Description  Allow users to view the changes history of a given 

Conceptual Model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Information about the changes history is presented to 

users.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-1011  

Use Case Name  View Image  

Description  Allow users to view a image that represented the 

conceptual model in the chosen version.  

Related Package  Cmodel Management  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  Image of the chosen version is presented to users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cmodel Manipulation 
 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-203  

Use Case Name  Add Connection  

Description  Allow users to add a connection to a selected Conceptual 

model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the new element is saved in the 
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database, Cmap Server, wiki pages and graphical 

representation is updated.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-204  

Use Case Name  Add Resource  

Description  Allow users to add resources to a selected Conceptual 

model or element.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the new element is saved in the 

database, Cmap Server and wiki pages.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-207  

Use Case Name  Rename concept  

Description  Allow users to rename the selected concept of the chosen 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 

be editing the element at the moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the concept is updated in the database, 

Cmap Server, wiki pages and the graphical representation 

is updated.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-208  

Use Case Name  Rename connection  

Description  Allow users to rename the selected connection of the 

chosen Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 

be editing the element at the moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the connection is updated in the 

database, Cmap Server, wiki pages and the graphical 

representation is updated.  

 

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-209  

Use Case Name  Change resource  

Description  Allow users to change the resource name or link in the 

Concept or Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 
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be editing the element at the moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the concept/Conceptual Model is 

updated in the database, Cmap Server and wiki pages.  

 

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-2011  

Use Case Name  Delete connection  

Description  Allow users to delete the selected connection of the 

chosen Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 

be editing the element or dependent elements at the 

moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the connection is deleted in the 

database, Cmap Server, wiki pages and the graphical 

representation is updated.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-2012  

Use Case Name  Delete resource  

Description  Allow users to delete the selected resource of the chosen 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Manipulation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system and nobody can 

be editing the element at the moment. 

User must have permissions to collaborate in the present 

Cmodel.  

Post-condition  Information about the concept is deleted in the database, 

Cmap Server, wiki pages.  

 

Cmodel Visualization 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-301  

Use Case Name  View concept category  

Description  Allow users to view a category page representing the 

concept of the chosen Cmodel.  

Related Package  Cmodel Visualization  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  Information about the concept is presented.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-302  
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Use Case Name  View Cmap Page  

Description  Allow users to view a page representing a chosen 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Visualization  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  Information about the Conceptual model is presented.  

 

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-303  

Use Case Name  View Connection Property  

Description  Allow users to view a property page representing a chosen 

Conceptual model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Visualization  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  Information about the connection is presented.  

 

 

 

Cmodel Negotiation  
 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-401  

Use Case Name  Select Element  

Description  Allow users to select an element of the chosen conceptual 

model.  

Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  - 

Post-condition  Information about the selected element is presented.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-402  

Use Case Name  View Comments  

Description  Allow users to view the existing comments about the 

chosen element.  

Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  Comments about the selected element are presented.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-403  

Use Case Name  View Rattings  

Description  Allow users to view the ratings about the chosen element.  

Related Package  Cmodel Negotiation  

Precondition  -  

Post-condition  Ratings about the selected element are presented.  
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Cmodel Interoperability  
 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-502  

Use Case Name  Import from OWL file  

Description  Allow users to import a conceptual model specified in 

OWL to the platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  A namespace is created along with the wiki pages and are 

saved to the database. Finally a graphical representation is 

generated.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-502  

Use Case Name  Import from RDF file  

Description  Allow users to import a conceptual model specified in 

RDF to the platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  A namespace is created along with the wiki pages and are 

saved to the database. Finally a graphical representation is 

generated.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-503  

Use Case Name  Import from XTM file  

Description  Allow users to import a conceptual model specified in 

XTM to the platform.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  A name space is created along with the wiki pages and are 

saved to the database. Finally a graphical representation is 

generated.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-505  

Use Case Name  Login at Cmap Server  

Description  Allow users to authenticate in Cmap Servers to access its 

content.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  User is authenticated and a hash key is generated and 

saved in a session variable.  
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Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-506  

Use Case Name  Choose Cmap Server  

Description  Allow users to navigate in the list of available 

CmapServers.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.   

Post-condition  Information about the CmapServers is presented to the 

users.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-508  

Use Case Name  Export to RDF File  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to RDF format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The structure and data of the conceptual model is parsed, 

validated and transformed to RDF format.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-509  

Use Case Name  Export to OWL File  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to OWL format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The structure and data of the conceptual model is parsed, 

validated and transformed to OWL format.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-5010  

Use Case Name  Export to XTM File  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to XTM format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The structure and data of the conceptual model is parsed, 

validated and transformed to XTM format.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-5011  

Use Case Name  Export to Cmap Server  
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Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to the chosen Cmap Server.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system and in a CmapServer.  

Post-condition  The structure and data of the conceptual model is parsed, 

validated and transformed to CXL format, and finally 

saved in the Cmap Server.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-5012  

Use Case Name  Export to PDF  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to PDF format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The graphical representation of the Cmodel along with all 

relevant information is saved in a PDF format.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-5013  

Use Case Name  Export to JPG  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to JPG format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The graphical representation of the Cmodel is saved in a 

JPG format.  

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-5014  

Use Case Name  Export to HTML  

Description  Allow users to export a chosen conceptual model, defined 

in the platform, to JHTML format.  

Related Package  Cmodel Interoperability  

Precondition  User must have administrative permissions and must be 

authenticated in the system.  

Post-condition  The graphical representation of the Cmodel along with all 

relevant information is saved in a HTML format.  

 

 

Property  Description  

Use Case ID  USC-602  

Use Case Name  Select Semantic Form  

Description  Allow users to choose which semantic form better suits 

the Cmodel instantiation wanted.  

Related Package  Cmap Instantiation  

Precondition  User must be authenticated in the system.  
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Post-condition  Information about the semantic form is presented to the 

user.  
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Annex B: Using SMW in 

Cmap@SMW  

4.3.1 Semantic MediaWiki  

    Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) is an extension of MediaWiki –a widely used wiki-engine 

that also powers Wikipedia. Its aim is to make semantic technologies available to a broad 

community by smoothly integrating them with the established usage of MediaWiki.(Völkel et 

al., 2006) In Figure 100 is presented a generic overlook of the use of the SMW with its semantic 

extensions, as well as it context. This figure is particularly oriented for the use of SMW in 

Wikipedia, although it is possible to observe the interaction between users and the system, how 

semantic extensions can be a connection for third-party applications and represent data in 

different formats, allowing users to interact with it in different ways. 

 

 

Source: (Völkel et al., 2006)   

Figure 100 SMW generic architecture 

 

Semantic MediaWiki is a semantically enhanced wiki engine that enables users to annotate the 

wiki’s contents with explicit, machine-readable information. Using this semantic data, SMW 

addresses core problems of today’s wikis. 

In (Völkel et al. 2006), are presented the SMW features and its advantages, and how it 

addresses core problems of today’s wikis, like: 

 

Consistency of content: The same information often occurs on many pages. How can one 

ensure that information in different parts of the system is consistent, especially as it can be 

changed in a distributed way? 
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Accessing knowledge: Large wikis have thousands of pages. Finding and comparing 

information from different pages is a challenging and time consuming task. 

 

Reusing knowledge: Many wikis are driven by the wish to make information accessible to 

many people. But the rigid, text-based content of classical wikis can only be used by reading 

pages in a browser or similar applications.  

In the next sections are introduced the main semantic features that are provided by SMW. 

 

Annotating Pages 

The necessary collection of semantic data in SMW is achieved by letting users add 

annotations to the wiki-text of articles via a special markup. Every article corresponds to exactly 

one ontological element (including classes and properties), and every annotation in an article 

makes statements about this single element. This locality is crucial for maintenance: if 

knowledge is reused in many places, users must still be able to understand where the 

information originally came from. Furthermore, all annotations refer to the (abstract) concept 

represented by a page, not to the HTML document. Formally, this is implemented by choosing 

appropriate URIs for articles. (Völkel et al., 2006) 

 

The three forms to annotate articles in SMW are the following: 

 

Categories are a simple form of annotation that allows users to classify pages. Categories are 

already available in MediaWiki, and SMW merely endows them with a formal interpretation as 

OWL classes. To state that the article "Plants" belongs to the category Imported Cmodels, one 

just writes [[Category:Imported Cmodels]] within the article "Plants". 

 

Relations describe relationships between two articles by assigning annotations to existing links. 

For example, there is a relation "have" chair between Plants and Leafs. To express this, users 

just edit the page Plants to change the normal link [[Leafs]] into [[have::Leafs]]. 

 

Attributes allow users to specify relationships of articles to things that are not articles. For 

example, one can state that the concept Plants was create in the wiki at June 15 2010 by writing 

[[creationdate:=June152010]]. In most cases, a relation to a new page June 15 2010 would not 

be desired. Also, the system should understand the meaning of the given date, and recognise 

equivalent values such as 2010-06-15. 

 

 

Querying and Searching 
 

Users can search for semantic elements using a internal query language that was developed 

based on the known syntax of the wiki. Indeed, the query for retrieving all articles that have a 

connection to Leafs, one simply writes [[have::Leafs]]. In other words, the syntax for specifying 

an annotation is identical with the syntax for searching it. The query language becomes more 

powerful by allowing searches that include wildcards, ranges, and sub queries. 

 

For example, the query: 

 

[[Category:Imported Cmodels]] 
[[creationdate:=>June152010]] 
      [[have::<q> 
               [[are::Green]] 
              </q> 
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      ]]  
 

displays all Imported Conceptual models that were created after June 15 2010 and which have 

Green Leafs. We also remark that queries for category membership do a limited (sound but not 

complete) form of reasoning to take sub class relationships in to account. 

 

Dynamic page content 

The query functionality of SMW can be used to embed dynamic content in to pages, which 

is a major advantage over traditional wikis. To achieve this, an inline query is written on the 

page source and enclosed in <ask> and </ask>. The article then shows the results of the given 

query at this position. Moreover, the query syntax involves statements for displaying further 

properties of the retrieved results, and for modifying the appearance within the page. (Völkel et 

al., 2006) 

 

Reuse in the Semantic Web 

 

Mapping to OWL DL 

As explained previously, every page in the wiki represents an ontological element, i.e. an 

element of the RDF shcema: Thing, Class, Object Property, Datatype Property, and Annotation 

Property. Moreover, every article is specified with a URI which is different from its URL in 

order to prevent confusion of concepts and HTML pages. This is particularly useful when 

exporting the wiki structure to a standard format (i.e RDF), keeping the URL of the page and a 

unique URI. SMW map each URL injectively to a URI which, when requested in a browser, will 

still be redirected to the original URL. 

    The type of the elements is fixed for most kind of annotations. Normal pages are just OWL 

individuals, categories become classes, and relations become object properties between articles. 

Attributes might be datatype, annotation, or object properties, depending on their type within 

the wiki. Based on this mapping, its possible to generate OWL/RDF for any group of Pages, 

Categories and Properties. (Völkel et al., 2006) 

 

Reusing Existing Ontologies 

Since SMW is compatible with the OWL DL knowledge model, it is also feasible to use 

existing ontologies within the wiki. This is possible in two ways: ontology import is a 

feature that allows creating and modifying wiki pages to represent the relationships that are 

given in some existing OWL DL document; vocabulary reuse allows users to map wiki pages to 

elements of existing ontologies. Article names for imported elements are derived from their 

labels, or, if no labels are available, from the section identifier of their URI. The main purpose 

of the import is to bootstrap a skeleton forfilling the wiki. Also, ontology import inserts special 

annotations that generate equivalence statements in the OWL export (i.e. owl:sameAs, 

owl:equivalentClass, or owl:equivalentProperty). 

Importing vocabulary allows users to identify elements of the wiki with elements of 

existing ontologies. For example, a Category:Person can be directly exported as a class 

foaf:Person of the Friend-Of-A-Friend vocabulary. Wiki users can decide which pages of the 

wiki should have an external semantics, but the set of available external elements is explicitly 
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provided by administrator users. By making some vocabulary element known to the wiki, they 

ensure that vocabulary reuse respects the type constraints of OWL DL. For example external 

classes such as foaf:Person cannot be imported as Relations. 

 

In the next section will be described the main extensions used in the developent of the proposed 

platform. These extensions are very important, because they provide the functionalities and 

operations to implement the features proposed  
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